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PROLOGUE 

Sometimes the over-dramatisation of the concept 

of management science tends to give the erronesus 

impression that success is achieved in m a nag em ent 

profession in proportion to one's rejection of what was 

previc·usly P~]arced as intuitively obvious. T'h~ tn_;t:h 

is, ho~ev~r~ that the great social philosophers and 

management scholars of the modern era have not rejected 

the obvious but have forced us to redefine the obvious 

after taking a closer look at the available evidence. 

This dissertation is a modest attempt of analysing the 

obvious and delving a bit deeper into the consequent 

ramifications. 

. .... 
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Chapter - l• 

INTRODUCTION 

Topic of Study ; Techniques of Inquiry and the Scheme 

of Chcpterisation. 

The stuciy of the sociology of professions has been 

one of the most fascinating areas of research for Sociologists. 

The professions have long been prominent in the comments of 

social theorists, but it is only recently that a sociology 

of profession has emerged «S a distinct sub-field in the 

discipline. Much of the Sociologi'cal writing of recent 

years on professions and professionalisation hcs been 

concerned with three major themes: the characteristics of 

the 'true profession'; the process whereby an occupation 

develops into and achieves the status of a profession, and 

the conflict between two principal trends of all industrial 

societies - bureaucratization and professionalisation. 1 

The present work was an attempt at trying to under-

stand some aspects of the management profession in the 

country today. 

There is, no doubt, paucity of empirical data on 

this topic and because of this I felt difficulty in 

arriving at some meaningful generalisations. Despite 

this, some plausible inferences can be arrived •t· 

1• T· Leggatt, 'Teaching as a Profession in Professions 
and Professionalisation (ed.). J .A,. Jackson, 
Cambridge University Press, London 1970. 
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I have studiel four aspects of management profession, 

viz. the theoritical issues involved in the study of sociology 

of professions; evolution of management profession; the 

professional org~sations in the case of management profession 

in India and the structure and composition of the management 

profession. 

The present work is a survey of existing literature 

on the above mentioned areas. It organises, systematises, 

and re-discusses the findings of various studies already 

completed in these areas. Organisation aspects of the 

managerial profession has received little attention from 
s t::i.J.i t.d 

the social scientists in India. Most of the-<. in India 

that has been done on the management profession has been 

on the theme of managers as professionals. A lot of work 

is required to be done on various other aspects of the 

management profession in India. In the chapter of this 

dissertation, entitled 'Review of Literature', I have 

tried to deal with the various theor£tical issues involved 

with the study of Sociology of Professions. ~art from 

the discussion as to what are the social attributes of a 

profession, the various approaches to the study of profession 

have also been discussed. 

The next chapter discusses the evolution of management 

profession at the global level and also in India in particular. 

The evolution, growth and developmental activities of 

professional organisations in India have also been deline~ted 

in the following chapter. 
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Goal formulation or norms-formulation by these 

professional o~anisation in order to make the management 

profession in India achieve the attributes of a true 

profession has also been examined. 

In the last but one chapter I have discussed the 

Structure and Composition of the Management Profession in 

India. Its social attributes have been analysed. 

The last chapter includes the abalysis and conclusions 

based upon empirical information available on the management 

profession in India· This chapter also tries to examine if 

management in India can be called a profession in the true 

sense of the term in the li9ht of theor£-tical construct of 

professions. 
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REVIEB OF LITERATURE· 

The concept.of 'profession' bas a variety of 

meanings attached to it· Different authors have defined 

the term differently. Even the arbiter of most difinitional 

disputes, the dictionary fails to provide a definition which 

may be unanimously accepted. The main reason is that in 
' 

vernacular, profession is frequently a synonym for 'occupation •, 

meaning thereby any socially patterned mea.ns of earning 

livelihood. But, then, there is little consensus about 

which occupations are profession. 1 While we speak of 

surgeons, lawyers, ~nd chemists as professionals we also 

spe•k of professional criminals, gamblers, and prostitutas. 

But, in the latter case, we are ordinarily referring to 

finesse with which tasks are accomplished. Even,if there 

could emerge an agreement that only socially approved 

occupations are prafessions, it would be difficult to 

obtain consensus upon the status of different professionals, 

viz, engineers, teachers, and pharmacists. Socially approved 

occupations means that practitioners possess a sense of 

responsibility. This implies not only pride in their craft, 

but also a moral obligation to perform their occupational 

tasks at maximum efficiency. 'rhe term 'professional' in fact, 

differentiates not one but several dimensions, such as amount 

and kind of training, co~ent, and working conditions. 

Secondly, the group of occupations called profession has be~n 

assigned contradictory missions and 

1· T. Leggatt, 'teaching as a Profession in Professions 
and Professionalisation (ed). J.A. Jackson, C•mbridge 

University Press, London 1970· 
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cultural outlooks. Naturally, therefore, professionals 

have been diversely labelled, viz, 'new cl«ss• 'lackeys 

of capital', 'leader of service society', and ~mislead~~s 

of a dismal bureaucratic future', to cite a few.2 Finally, 
""\ 

the historical background of professions can be traced to 

the hoary past, other occupational titles subsumed under 

profession appeared (literally) only Yesterday. 

Despite these and other difficulties in defining 

'profession•, one can come across various ·definitions in 

the literature. For example, Oxford English Dictionary 

defines a profession as ••a vocation in which professed 

knowledge of some deparbnent of learning or science is 

used in its application to affairs of others or in the 

pra9tice of an art founded on it". This definition 

emphasises the intellectualistic dimension of profession, 

but, it ignores many others, such as ethical and authority 

aspects. In sociological terms, 'professionalism is one 

that views a profession as an organized group which is 

constantly interacting with society that forms its matrix, 

which performs its social function through a network of 

formal and informal relationships and which creates its 

own sub-culture requiring adjustment to it as a pre-requisite 

for career success or, professions are those occupations 

which involve the use of knowledge and techniques by a 

2. Galbraith, John Kennelt, Arr•erica.n Capitalism, 
Houghton Miffin, Boston, 1952· 



practitioner directly upon, or on behalf of, a client 

in order to muntain, or induce in the client a culturally 

determined and socially approved state of well-being.
3 

It may be noted here that sociological definitions do lay 

stress on the social aspect of professions but they dp so 

at the cost of ignorance of the individual aspect. Marshall 

holds that the "essence of professionalism is the individual 

qualities of the professional• which makes for individual 

judgement ana assumption of individual responsibility not 

concernea with self-interest; but with the welfare of the 

client. 4 It is clear, then, that none of these definitions 

singularly convey the complete view of the concept· 

The Marxist definition of profession may also be 

discussed here. Opp~nheimer and his associate write: until 

recently, 'professional' meant work involving discretion and 

judgement so that it is difficult or impossible to standarGize 

or mechanize; work in which the worker produces an entire 

product, be it a painting, a surgical operation, a book, 

a bridge, or, an idea; where the workerls pace, work place 

conditions, product, its use {even to a degree its price) 

are largely determined by the worker: where: .. ideally the 

3. Oppenheimer, Martin, et.al. Professions and 
Middle Class Professionalisation/Deprofessionalisation, 
Sage Publications, Beverly Hitts, 1982. 

4· Marshall, T.N. "Professionalism and Social Policy", 
William, H. Form. Men, Work and Society : A Reader 
in the Sociology of Occupations, Basic Books, N.y. 1962. 
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source of income is an individually regulated sale of 

product or service under fairly loose market conditions 

established by face-.toface bargaining rather than sale 

of labour time in advance of the creation of anything; 

and where the bulk of income goes to the worker without 
'. 

any bureaucratic intermediary except perh.ps an urgent 

(as in the c•se of •n •rtist). Finally, by impliciltion 

profession•! ilCtivity is work involving high levels of 

training, .pprenticeship, or other forms of formalized 

educiltion. P.rofession•lisiltion is a process by which 

persons in an occupational category struggle to gain the 

advantages of being professional. 

By profession we mean here those occupations which 

are based on practice and ideology of people who call 

their occupation a profession and claim certain prerogatives, 

and, in exchange, they offer or claim to offer certain 

services due to expertise they possess by w~y of specialized 

training which, in turn, results in creation and control of 

a producted, or institutionalysed market. 

Modern !tofessionalization. 

Because of the d.efficulties inherent in accepting 

any one difinition of profession7 scholars have chosen a 

different path; they define professions by criteria. And, 

various attempts have been made to itemize the traits of 

profession which emerged in response to new market 

opportunities, created by industrialization •nd. urbanisation 
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and to the decline of communal warrants of professional 

probility. 5 prom a careful examination of the socialo

gical literature on professions, there appears to be 

consens~s on the following attributes of a profession : 

(1) a body of abstract knowledge, (2) service-orientation, 

(3) professional authority, (4) community sanction, 

(S),professional-client relationship, (6) coGe of ethics, 

and (7) a professional culture. These organisational 

strategies were adopted by professional leaders for the 

The constitution and control of a protected market 

requires the creation of a standarQiZec and uniform system 

of training of professional producers. ~is was achieved 

by specific bodies of theoretical - technical knowledge. 

The first fundamental feature of profession thus is the 

ibst:fas::t. body of knowled~· "It is this chracterstic, the 

possession of an intellectual technique acquirea by special 

training, which can be applied to some spheres of evertl.ay 

life that forms the Cistinguishing mark of a profession.6 

5. Goode, Willi.m J. "Encroachment, eharlatanism and 
the Emerging Professions : Psychology, Sociology and 
Meciicine 11

• .Americcn Sociological Review, Vol. 29, 1960, 
pp • 902-914. 

6. · Carr-Saund.ers A. .M., end P ·A. Wilson, .. The Emergence of 
Professions", Sigmund Nosow and William H. Form(eds), 
Occupations, Basic Books, N.Y. !962. 
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A body of knowleege is concerned with the b~sic fields 

of inquiry ' Scientific institution~!, or aesthetiC• 

Employment of the scientific method is nurtured by, and, 

in turn, reinforces the element of, what Parsons, following 

Weber, calls, rationality. This could only be achieved in 

the modern tppe of university, ·a training institution 

which culminates in the proauction·of knowledge (the 

research function) with the standarCizea production of 

professional producers (the teaching function) 7 • In the 

evolution of every profession, therefore, there emerges 

the research and teaching functions. In technological 

profession.a division of labour between theory-oriented 

and practice-oriented person evloves. The higher 

education is thus, a key variable in professionalisation. 

As this occurs in more and more professions, it becomes 

a generalised social assunption that all ecucated people 

- university trained and certified - are per see profes-

sionals so that anything they do is professional· 

The second core characteristic of profession is 

strong service or±entation. The assumption is that the 

members of the occupational group called 'professions' 

utilize their knowledge and superior skills dn the behalf 

of other members of the society. The professionals are 

1· Talcott Persons, "Professions• in Davia and Shils 
(ect). The International Encyclopaedia of Social 
Sciences, Vol. 12. New Delhi : Maemillan 1968 
PP• 536-46. 
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assumed to be altruistic; for them, their own particular 

interest is secondary and the interest of other members of 

the society primary. 

The third aistinctive quality of profession is 

professional authority. The prolonged specialised training 

in a body of abStract knowledge imparts the professional a 

type of knowledge that highlights the common man's compara

tive ignorance. The concept of professionality involves 

the sense of becomDng expert in something recondite and 

unusual available only to guild members. This creates a 

sense of uniqueness, of having clai~ to a special territory 

fo~idden to outsides. This fact serves as the bastion 

of professionals authority. It is easy to understand it 

by drawing ,_ n.. distinction between a 'customer' and a 'client • • 

A. professional occupation has a client, wh:ilei, 

non-professional occupation a customer. Whereas customer 

exercises his own judgement about his own welfare in non

professional occupations, the professional dictates the 

ciient in professional occupation about what is good or 

bad for him. For, the client is supposed to be lacking 

the requisite theorftical knowledge. So the client can 

know neither his own needs nor can evaluate the calibre 

of the professional service. The client's sub-or&ination 

to professional authority invests the professional with 

a 'monopoly of judgement•. However, professional's 

authority is confined to those specific sphe~~ within 

which professional has been educated; it is not limitless. 

To this parsons calls "functional specificity ... 
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The practical goal of ~rofession•lization• movements 

was not only to est~ish • system of training, but to mcke 

it the mandatory point of entry into profession•! pr.ctice 

- the monopolistic source of legitimate profession•! producers. 

It ·is here that one comes •cross the label of 'profession• 

•nG associated powers •nd prerogatives •re not given; they 

are struggled for and gained through self - interested 

assertions. Every profession seeks community sanctions, 

(i~::. i':::.~.:.:-::::; so its authority. In doing so, every profession 

gradually comes to enjoy a series of powers and privilages -

formal and informal. 

The formal authority of professions is enforeed by 

the community's State power. Every profession succeeds in 

taking control over training centres, achieved through an 

•ccrediting process exercised by one of the •ssociations 

within it• It, then, ·regulates its scho&ls to their number, 

location, curricularn content, ana prerequisites for entry. 

This is justified by seemingly objective •nc universalistic 

criteria of recruitment •nd •chievement - • meritocratic 

appeal to expertise. Every profession, in this process, 

succeeds in decl&ring ·others as imposter to those not 

having been conferred a professional title by an 

accredited professional school and institutes a licensing 

system for screening those qualified to practice professional 

skill. Important privileges enjoyed by professionals is 

privileged communication, shared solely between client 

and professional, and relative immunity from community 
,.a . flo'-" ll..Y .S 

judgement. On technical matters~ ·1ne poorers and 
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privileges enjoyed by a profession give it monopoly. It, 

then, becomes easier for a profession to establish that 

this profession depends on superior skill obtained by 

specialised training that it delivers a superior service, 

and that it serves the human needs of sufficient social 

significance. This monopolization of expertise insured 

and justified the monopoly of opportunities in a market 

of services or labour and monopoly of status and privileges. 

M~chanisims are institute& to regulate control over the 

supply of both expertise and experts. at the point of 

production. Thus, scarcity of personnel is create& and 

high income ~nd privileged working conditions remain 

8 
assured. 

The fifth quality of profession is the Erofessional -

client relationship. Their relationship revolves around 

three types of interaction which exists between professional 

and their clients; characteristics of the participants in 

"'' the interaction; characteristics determ~ng initiation and 

termination of the interaction; and char~cterstics of 

interaction itself. First of all, the professional -

client relationship hinges on the belief that professional 

possesses expertise and the client is in need of that 

expertise •.. _Secondly, the professional - client relationship 

8. Davis l<ingslay, and Willbert E. Hoore, "Some 
Principles Stratification", American Sociological 
Review, Vol. 10, No. 2, (April, 1945), pp. 242-49· 
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is governed by norms which require that the interaction 

he initiated by the client and the termination of 

interaction be initiated by the professional, though the 

client is generally at liberty to leave the professional 

at any time and thus terminate the relationship is either 

when the client's problem has been solved, or the profes

sional has reached the limits of his capability in aiding 

the client.9 Finally, the interaction between client and 

professional consists of four substantive content : 

(!) privileged con~unication; {2) professional alone 

capable of interpreting and the client must return to the 

professional for additional help; (3) decisions of 

professionals limitecl to the specific interaction period, 

confined both th 'here and nqw' situation and to the 

particul~r client; and {4) unaccountability, that is 

dicisions rendered by the professional not ordinary 

appealable to an outside authority. 

The sixth attribute of profession is the 

'professional ethics'. The monopoly acquired by a 

profession vis-a-vis clients and community can be abused 

in a number of ways. .\nd, if the abuses become widespread 

and perm.anent, the community will revoke the profession's 

monopoly. "The strong is never strong enough," wrote 

9. Wilensky, Harold!., "The Professionalisation of 
Everyone?M American Journal of Sociology. 
Vol. 70, 1964. 
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Rousseau, "to be alw.ys the master, unless he transforms 

strength into right, •nd obedience into duty~. 10 Therefore, 

every profession h&s • built-in professional regulative 

codes which compels ethical behilvious on the parts of its 

members. The professions • ethical code is partly formal 

(written) and partly informal (unwritten). Every profession, 

through ·its ethical code, makes the profession's commitment 

to social service a matter of public recorQ, as these codes 

carry more altruistic overtones and are public-service 
' 

oriented. While specifics of the ethical code vary among 

profession's, the essentials are uniform. The ethics of 

professions are usually described in terms of client -

professional and colleague - colleague relationship. 

Ethics governing client - professional relations ass~e 

cosmopolitanism, emotional neutrality, universalism, and 
. 11 

discriterestedness. Ethics governing colleague -

colleague relations demand behaviour that is co-operative, 

equalitarian, and supportive. The consultation - referral 

custom involves professional colleagues in a system of 

reciprocity. Members of a profession share technical 

knowledge with each other and support each other vis-a-vis 

10. Rousseau, Jeen - Jacques, The Social Contract 
and Discourses, E.P. Dutton ad co., New York 1950 

11· Reissman, Leonard, "A Study of Role Conception in 
Bureaucracy," Social Forces, Vol. 77, 1949. 
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clientele and community. 

The seventh fr&it of professions is that there 

emer~es a professional culture, consisting of values, 

norms and symbols. 12 Every profess~on operates through 

a network of formal and informal groups. Among the formal 

groups are organisations which serve as a meeting ground 

for client and professional educational and research 

contress which replenish professionals and expand the fund 

of knowledge, and professional sssociations which promote 

group interest and aims. Within and around these formal 

groups, there are a number of informal groups. This 

creates cultural configuration for professionals to operate. 

One of the ~ntral concepts of professional c~lture is 

career concept. The term 'car9er' is, as a rule, employed 

only with reference to a professional occupation. At the 

heart of the career concept is certain attitude towarQs 

work which is peculiarly professional. A career is 

essentially a calling, a life devoted a good work. 

Professional work is never seen solely as a means to an 

end, it is seen as an end in itself. It is devotion to 

duty itself which imparts the professional activity the 

service orientation and the element of disinterestedness. 

To the professional person his work becomes his life. 

12. Bledstein, B.J., The eulture of Professionalism, 
Norton, New York, 1976. 
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These, then, are some of the characteristics of 

professions. However, these criteria do not succeed 

fully in distinguishing professions from other occupations. 

True difference between a professional and non-professional 

occupation is not a qualitative but quantitative one. 

Strictly spe.xing, these attributes are not the exclusive 

monopoly of the profession; non-professional occupations 

also possess them, but to a lesser degree. Greenwood 

seems to us to be right when he says that the occu{)ati~ns 

in a society he thought as distributing themselves along 

a continuum. At one end of this continuum are bunched the 

well-organised an~ undisputed professions {e.g., physician, 

professor, scientist); at the opposite end are bunched the 

l~ast skilled and least attractive occupations {e.g., 

watchmen, truckloa«er, farm labourer). The remaining 

occupations, less skilled and less pretigeful than the 

forner, but more so than the latter, are ciistributeG. 

between these two poles. The occupations bunched at the 

professional pole of the continuum possess to a maximum 

degree the characteristics succinctly Qescribed in the 

proceeding par~raphs. "Endless clebate is available on 

such,.•ttributes as distinguish a profession from an 

occupation even though bOth may exist within the same 

occupational structure in a society". 13 

13. J.s. Gan<ihi. •sociology of Professions in India : 
Towards a Profile of relevance" in SOciological 
Bulletin Vol. 32, 32, 1983 pp. {14-34) 
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The ftofessions t Approsches to their Stucy. 

The first was led by Everelt c. Hughes at the University 

of Chicago known as the Chicago SchoOl or the symbolic 

interactionist approach - its theorists emphasise the 

generative nature of social interaction. Occupations 

are viewed ·as role performances that must be constantly 

re-examined because of the changing nature of the situational 

environment of social interaction. The conflict orientation 

predominates internal conflicts, self-interests, and 

competition come under the scrutiny of the participant 

14 
observ~r 's eye. 

The second major approach, the Ivy League School or 

Structuralist approach of occupational sociology (also · 

frequently referred to as the functionalist school), followed 

the development of the Chicago School in time by about two 

decades~ The advent of this competing school dates from 

the publication of Talcolt Persons•. The Structure of 

Social Action in 1937. Highly abstract and theoretical, 

this approach is much different from the des.criptive 

ethnographic approach , of the Chicago School. Profession~ 

are viewed as essentially stable institutions that reflect 

community values and goals. ·AS such, they are considered 

most important to the occupational and social structure of 

14· Hugles The Sociological Eye, Vols. 2 (Chic~go : 
Aldine- Atherton, 1971). 
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society. The professions are emphasized as functioning 

units that perform cert~n needed talks for society. The 

focus is on social structure, and occupations are important 

social institutions that provide underlyfng support for the 

society. Professions have cert~n unique characteristics 

or attributes that are a measure of professionalisation. 

In contrast, the interactionist approach views a profession 

as a social control system that is supported by its own 

iaeology and mystique, The emphasis is on social processes 

and change. 

The thirc approach, the social class approach, is 

based on the Marxist definition of class as a nationally 

organised group with its own ideology and willingness to 

act. Theorists Of this approach predict that the contra

dictions of capitalism will lead certain occupations to 

class formation and class action to transform the capi

talist mode of production. 

The Structuralist Approa¢b• 

Most structuralists have approached the study of 

professions by either explicitly or implicitly constructing 

a continuum of the degree of professionalisation of occupa

tions. The characteristics commonly attribute« to a 

profession are : a body of knowledge and a ceveloped 

intillectual technique with a formulated systematic theory 

or set of theories. This knowledge is transmitted by a 

formalized educational process and testing procedure set 

up by members of the profession. A code of ethics governs 
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relations with colleagues, clients, and the public. This 

formally established the set of values of the profession, 

in which a service orientation is emphasizea. There is 

the ide~ of a career, a 'callin9' in the service of the 

public which, through authority in its sphere of knowledges 

monopoly in all matters relate• to its service, ami objectivity 

in its theory and techniques will advance social progress. 

On the bases of this the public will grant the profession 

its mandate, the formal recognition of status by means of 

state and federal licensing. The more of these attributes 

an occupation has and the more developed each of these 

attributes is, the more professionalized the occupation is. 

Some Problems of the Structuralist Approach· 

Examining this ''attributes" or "frcits" moclel of 

professionalisation presents mcny problems to the user. 

Can one assume that occupations are uniCimensionsional; 

that is, can they be placed on a single contriuum on 

the basis Of the attributes of a profession ? There are 

some high - prestige occupations that do not ~spire to 

develop many of the characteristics of professionalisation. 

The occupations of mathematician, for example, does not 

emphasise several of the a~tributes Of a profession, such 

as the service rrotive and a code of ethics, So, where 

does it fit on the continumm ? For example, what weight 

do we give to a code of ethics as compared to the bocy of 

knowledge ? 
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The validity of each of the attributes has been 

questioned repeatiely by critics of this model. One .. 
points to the problem of overemphasis on the rate of 

scientific knowleege resulting from the reliance on 

the medical profession as the moQel for a knowledge 

base. For ex.rnple, the law profession's bOay of 

knowledge is not scientific. It comprises a body of · 

soci •1 norms and the procedures for their iiPPlication. 15 

It is not an internally consistent system of abStract 

propositions that describe in genercl forms the classes 

of phenomena comprising the profession's focus of 

interest. 16 Under this definition, law is not a 

profession end neither is socialogy. As Phillips points 

out, even if sociologic•l data coulQ be collected with 

little respondent bias, as it rarely is, sociologists 

have not been able to expl&in their data iidequately. 

In empirical research they have explained only about 

10 per cent of the vari«nce in dependent V«riables cs 

caused by independent variables - not a reliable fiture. 17 

Yet bOth law and sociology are considered professions 

by the public. 

15· Dietrich Reuschemeyer, "Doctors and Lawyers :A 
Comments on the Theory of the Professions,., 
Canacicn Review of SOciology and Anthropology, 
1 ·(February, 1964), 21. 

16. Greenwood,''A.ttributes of a Profession ... P-46~ 
17. Derek L • .Phillips, "Sociologis·ts a~ their 

knowledge : Some Critical Remarks on a Profession .. , 
American Behavioral Scientist, 14 (March-April 1971) 
pp. 563-82. 
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The question of professional ethics remains • serious 

problem in the measurement of professionalisation. Do ethical 

codes protect the client or are they really only a mask for 

greater professional control of the market for the client's 

·services ? For example, res.trictions on advertising are 

found in the codes of many of the· establishea professions. 

Another problem is the lack of comprehensiveness of 

the list of attributes. One attributes that is rarely 
... 

incluaec in the list, effective interpersonal relations, 

is very important in some professions. This is especially 

true in university teaching, in which personal £r&its 

such as congeniality, cooperativeness, and general like 

ability are extremely important· In a content analysis 

of a sample of 110 letter of recommendation for faculty 

candidates to departments of chemistry and english; 

Lionel Lewis found these personal factors to be the 

capital concern of the employing professionals· 

To sumrrarise the structural model of professions~ 

professions are service occupations that : (1) •apply a 

~ystematic body of knowledge to problems which (2) are 

highly relevant to control values of society". 18 This 

enacts special problems ot social control, because lay 

persons cannot judge professional perforn1ance. The two 

most common forms of social control, bureaucratic 

supervision and customer judgement are useless in this 

situation. The emphasis in instead on the professional's 

self-control, as developed in a long socialise process 

18· Reuschemeyer, 11 Doctors and Lawyers P-17. .. 
e • • • e I 

..blS.$ 
'IJ "1 I (~) ·l.f'1 
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into the ethics of the profession and supplemented by 

colleague pressures. In return for the selflessness 

of the professional, society grants privileges such 

as high income and prestige and protests the professionals 

autonomy from lay interference and control. This is 

accomplished by norms that restrict certain forms of 

competition, laws against quacks (non-licensee practioners) 

ana the like. 

Structuralists have also indicated that the Gevelopment 

of professions is affected by attitudes and beliefs. Following 

the work of Hall, Ritzer has suggested that the six charac-

teristics of a profession have bOth structural and attitu-

dinal ~individual) compents. Professionalisation represents 

or measurement.of the six characteristics of an occupation, 

whereas profession~lism represents a measurerr•ent of six 

19 individuals characteristics within an occupation. The 

latter are the same as the six sub-continue a measuring 

professionalisation, except that they refer to individuals' 

attitudes regrading the profession. A particularly good 

example of professionalism is the phenomenon of professional 

socialisation, where stucients are taught the skills, norms, 

and values needed for them to view themselves and to be 

viewed by others as professionals an occupation. These 

19. George Ritzer, Gale Miller, Richard Bell, and 
Virginia Mekeefery, "~e Current Status of 
Occupational Sociology," paper presentee at the 
annual meetings of the Mi9west Sociological 
Society, Omaha, Nebraska, 1974· 
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attitudes really do not have much effect on professional

isation unless the occupation "continually fail(s) to 

adequately socialise its new members." 

Thus, professionalisation is affected very little 

by attitudes and beliefs. More important, professionalism 

is limite« to know persons in their occupation perceive 

themselves. There is no reference to how others perceive 

the occupation - akey explanatory factor of Chicago 

School Theorists. 

The Interactionist Approach· 

Interactionists view a profession as a set of role 

relationships between expert and client. The expert 

provides an esoteric skill in a service given to a client· 

The client in turn gives trust and payment of an equi~able 

~ee. The key factors, as set forth by Everett Hughes in 

numerous essays, are (1) autonomy, of the professional in 

the work setting {i.e., autonomy, or freedom from control 

over one's work), and (2) trust of the client that the 

professional is.working in the best interests of the client. 

"A profession (as a type of occupation} is a social role 

defined by the nature of the relationship between the 

professional and his client. 20 Professing to know certain 

skills better than clients and professing to use them for 

20· Everett c. Hughes, "Twenty Thousand Nurses Fell 
Their Story. (Philadelphea : J.B. Lippencolt, 
1958), p. 236. 
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their clients' benefit and having clients believe this is 

the basic for the claim for the exclusive right to practice 

in a given area. The motto is not caveat emptor (let the 

buyer beware), but credet emptor {let the buyer believe in 

us). This gives the professional the authoDity over this 

area of knowledge - the most important characteristics of 

a profession.21 

Professions, Professionalisation, and Professionalism. 

Interactionists define professionalisation as a 

process involving three basic activiti~s : 

1· The feuding, proliferation, or transformation of 

an institution in which a new profession and other 

interested occupations struggle over their respective 

rates in the new areas of work. 

2. The development and strengthening of a training 

school, first outside and then inside the university. 

3. The standardisation of schooling, which acts as a 

basis for licensing to work in the occupation. 22 

A profession is not a structure, nor is it a state 

of mind. It is not rules, but the activity that gives the 

profession its social reality. People agree to its 

21. Everett c. Hughes, "E}duc.:iition for a i'rofession", 
The Library Quarterly, 31 (October, 1981). 

22. Anselm Strauss, "Profession, Work and Careers• 
(San Fransisco : The Sociology Press, 1971, 
PP• 69-70. 
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23 
l~gitimacy and then act accordingly. 

Professionalism, on the other hand, is a state of 

mind. 24 Professionalisation is what actually exists; 

professionalism is what is legitimated by society or its 

representatives, regarclless of what exists. It is an 

ideology, a systeot of shered belief, and values that 

legitimate the collective claims of the profession and 

of those outside the profession~ 25 Professionalism is 

an advoca~y, not a behavioral fact; As such, it serves 

as a political force to protect and enhance the positiam 

of the profession in society. A.s one view states ' 

''Professionalism is • • . . a label used by occupations to 

win power and presti<Je• 

Professionalism is what is thought about a 

profession. But because what is thought abbut it in large 

part defines wh.it it is and what it gets in terms of power 

and prestige, professionalism greatly affects an occupation's 

ability to professionalise (to become licensed, set up a 

23. Ralf L. Blankenship, "Professions, Colleagues, and 
organisations," in Ralph L. Blankenship led.), 
Collea9ues in Or;Janisation (~ew York : John Wiley & 
Sons, in Press). 

24· F.J.c.seymour, "What is Professionalism,: in Howard 
M.Vollmer and Donald L. Mills (eds.), Professionalisation 
(Englowcied Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice- Half, 1966),p-129. 

25. ·rhe defeni tion of ideology is from Burkhart Holzner, 
Reality Construction is Society, Rev. ed. (Cambridge, 
Mass : Schenckman Publishing co., 1972),Chapter-10· 
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code of ethics. Professionalisation is the measure of 

depth and adhereence to the code. Professionalism is 

what practioners say about their honesty· Profession-

alisation is a measure of how honest they are. 

Professionalisation is also a process. As the 

result of professionalism, it •represents the efferts 

of some members of. a vocation to control and to monopolize 

their work. They will seek to wrest power from those 

groups that traditionally have controlled the vocation.• 26 

The objective is to attain collective mobility of 

members of an occupation. These who are unwilling or 

unable to be mobile are turned out of the occupation. 

Those in control do not give up the tight to maintain 

the social movement. Thus, professionalisation often 

a militant process. 

The professional ideology is important to all 

aspects of the maintenance and development of an 

occupation. The ran~e and deffusion of the public 

stereotype will determine to a considerable degree the 

be d i t f ti . 27 num -r an var e y o persons an occupa on can recru1t· 

A profession's belief in its autonomy will determine 

what actions it will take as a group in order to 

26. Ronald G. Corwin, Mil! tant Professionalism : .A. 
Study of Organisational Conflict in Hish Schools 
(New York : Appl.Uton ~;century- crofts, 1970) p-8. 

27. Howard & Beeker and Anselm L. Stranss, .. Career, 
Personality, and Adult Socialisation", American 
Journal of Sociology, 62 (Nov. 1956), 255· 
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professionalize. Autonomy, the key variable in measuring 

28 
professionalisation, is itself an important ieeology. 

A good example of professionalism exists in the 

medical profession. Physicians have obtained direct 

control over the development and maintenance of the body 

of knowleage and the specialised expertisee resulting 

from it· There is a high degree of autonomy •.. In ~ 

comprehensive analysis of the American, metii.cal profession, 

Eliot Fridson concludes that physicians receive autonomy 

when state officials believe that their profession has 

attached certain attributes, whether in fact they have, 

they then confer on its a mandate and licence to control 

its work· 
29 

Control of knowledge also can lead to attempts to 

mystify knowledge in order to keep it away from the public 

and other professions. Freedom describes how medicine began 

to compete strongly with religion and law in the nineteenth 

and twentieth centuries. With areas such as hysteria, 

neurosis, and depression being defind as illness instead of 

sin or crime, medicine has narrowed the limits if not 

weakened "the jurisdiction of the traditional control 

institutions of religion ana law. 

28. Phyllis L. Stewart and Huriel G. Cantor, Varieties 
of Work Experience (New York : John Wiley & Sons, 
1974), PP• 356-59· 

29. Eliot Freidson, Profession of Medicine (New York 
Bood, Wead, 1970), pp. 186-87. 
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Like control of knowledge, control over training 

in imparting that, that knowledge is an important aspect 

of professionalism. The .mount anci duration of training 

is secondary in importance to control .of the training 

process.~powere and persuasive rhetoric are Of greeter 

importance than the objective character of knowledge, 

training and work"• 

Also, there is no reliable information to indicate 

that the service orientation is a strong ane indespreac 

attribute among professionals. "It too, take training, 

can be deliberately created so as to attempt to persu~de 

politically important figures of the virtues of the 

occupation". 30 

lnteractionists emphasise the centrality of power 

as an explanatory variable in examining professions. As 

such, a historical and comparative analysis of occupations 

is emphasised. Professions are classified into three major 

"streams" of professionalisation ; (1) those of medieval 

origin (law, ministry, medicine); (2) those that developed 

later from lowere, order occupations to professional 

occupations (accounting, psychiatry, architecture); and 

(3) the recent emergence of scientific occupations to 

professions (chemistry, physics, Engineering). Conflict 

often occurs between occupations in these three categories. 

30. Freidson, Profession of Medicine, pp. 81-82. 
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THE SOCIAL CLASS APPROA.CH • 

In analysing professions as social classes, the 

Marxian definition of social class may be useQ as the 

basis for measurement• A social class is a group of 

people with basically the same economic life chances, 

organized society-wiee, ana whd have their own ideology, 

cultural configuration, and propensity to act. Conv:entional 

American definitions include only the finst of these 
\ 

characteristics. Occupational prestige, as measured by the 

NORC scale aaa Duncan Socio-Economic Index, is taken to be 

~ measure of social class, since social class becomes 

synonymus with social status. In the major analyses of 

u.s. class structure by Warner, Hollingsheaa, the Lynds, 

-.nci Centers, the economic base of stratific-.tion is 

... b . 31 • . . me-.sure. y occupat~on. Duncan s ObJect~ve me-.sure of 

social status, obtained by measuring the income -.nd eeucation 

of those in a given occupation, is highly correlate« to the 

findings of the NORC study. These occupational r-.tings 

are easily translatea into social class categories of 

upper class, middle class, working class, •nd the like 

researcher (the objective technique of stratification). 

Or, less co~rnonly, the social class categories obtained 

by techniques used in the e-.rlier community studies 

31· W.Lloyc Warner -.nd Paul S.Lunt, the Soci-.1 Life 
of a Moaern Community (New Haven : Yale University 
Press, 1941) P. 81· 
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(i.e., the subjective and reputational techniques) are 

assigned occupations on the basic of occupational prestige 

seales or even the u.s. Bureau of the Census occupational 

classification system. 

Most recent studies of the u.s. Class structure 

continue in this traeition, which means that income and 

education are accoraed primary importance. One of the 

best known analyses is by Peter Blau, and Otis Dueley 

32. Duncan. 

A large number of these status group studies support 

the hurran capital theory that ability plus educstion lead 

directly to class (i.e., occupational) mobility. However, 

Blau and Duncan eo point to variables by race. A few 

sociologists ~e.g., E.Wright ~~lls and G.William Denhoff) 

have attempted to uncover the weakness of this appr~ch 

by examining what they consider to be the basis for a 

national upper class by utilizing the Marxist definition 

of social class. However, it is not until the limitea anQ 

selective effects of ecucation ~re documented by recent 

empirical studies that the dominance of the Mstatus group" 

emphasis has begun to decline and the -social class" 

emphasis has gainea momentum. 

The large majority of adherents of bOth emphases 

do not view the professions ~er so as a social class. 

32. The American Occupational Structure {New York : 
John Wiley R. Sons, 1967). 
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They are not considered to be united in belief ana action. 

The emphasis in the profession in the professions is on 

separation, autonomy, and the indivi«ual career. Talcott 

Parsons arguea that professions are not groups that put 

business men, primarily in their self-interest.33 Or, 

as Robert Merton has declared, profess~onals ao not have 

to feel altrustic but only must act altrustic because the 

professional community has institutionalised altrustic 

b h . 34 e av~our. 

The most fully developed argument that occupations, 

and especially professions, are not the basis for social 

classes is given by Josep>h Bensman and Robert Lili~n 

Feld. They say that occupational perspectives do not 

necessarily had to class perspectives. Occupations at 

similar status levels may have entirely different rates 

of growth, expansion, and decline and thereby differentially 

color the perspective of the worker. Workers do not 

cievelop a similar consciousness from similar experiences 

because they perceive the same experience (social relations) 

in different ways. A prime example is the ability of an 

artist, psychoanalyst; or intelluctual to serve either the 

33. Talcott Parsons, "The Professions and Social 
Structure, •• Social Forces, 17 (May 1939), 
PP• 457-67. 

34. Robert K. Merton, SOme Thoughts on the Professions 
in American Society, Brown University, University 
Papers; No. 37 (July 8, 1960) P.!3. Also, Bon -
Daved's review of the functionalist position in his 
"Professions in the Class System of Present-Day 
Societies, "current Sociology, 12 (1964), p-248. 
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elite or the masses. There is no consciousness of « 

common fate to pull workers together because the 

conditions of true exploitation do not exist. Nor cioes 

the ideology, usually ceveloped by the intellectuals, 

help them unite. 35 

Social class is a phenomenon of collective actioh. 

A bureaucracy, on the other hand, attempts to have its 

members identify their igeas and interests with the 

organisation instead of engaging in collective action. 

As Partial bureaucrates the professions are not organised 

as social class. No do most writers think they will be. 

Their view as that not only the interests of bureaucracy 

but also self-interests prevent their organisation. The 

most that can be hoped for is sets of conflicting interest 

groups. 

SUMMARY AND COOCWSIONS • 

There are three basic approaches in the study of 

the professions : interactionist, structuralist, and 

based upon Social class, they are also known as the 

Chicago School, the lVy League School, and the Marxist 

approaches, respectively. The interactionist approach 

follows symbOlic interaction thereby quite closely, 

whereas the structuralist in based on functionalism. 

The social class approach relies mostly on conflict 

35. Bensman and Lilienfeld, Craft and Conscousness 
PP• 171-72. 
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theory. The primary basis.for expla~~ing occupational 

stratification for each approach is social power 

(interactionist), social status (structuralist), and 

social class (social class), These three bases ere the 

major elements for grading people socially. 

Structuralists generally view the professions as 

contuning attributes not present in other occupations 

or present only to a minor degree. In its emphasis on 

structure ana stability, this approach-has ignored the 

ideological component of professional occupations, that 

is professionalism. Interactionist have shown clearly 

how professionals are often able to use pro·tessionalism, 

that is, to obtain legitimation of their work without 

becessarity possessing the tributes required for such 

legitimation. Because of this, there quite often is 

conflict within and between professions. 

Adherents to the social class approach perceive 

in this conflict the ultimate disenchantment of some 

professionals and intellectuals, who will then become 

part of the growing working class. 

• • • 
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Chapter - 1· 

Eyolution of Management. 

Perhaps there is no more important area of human 

activity then managing, for it is the basic task of all 

managers at all levels and in all kinds of enterprises 

to design and maintain an environment in which individuals 

working together in groups can accomplis~ preselected 

missions and objectives. In other words, managers are 

supposed to have the responsibility of taking actions 

that will make it possible for individuals to make 

their best contributions to group objectives. Managers 

can not perform their task well unless they have an 

understanding of, and are responsive to, the many 

elements of the economic, technological, social, 

political, and ethical environments that affect their 

areas of operations. 1 

The science of management can be traced back to 

the days when people first attempted to accomplish goals 

by working together in groups. It has gradually evolved 

with the growth of trade, corrmerce, and industry. Prior 

to the Industrial Revolution which took place sometin:e 

in the middle of the eighteenth century, production 

of goods was undertaken on a small scale. It was the 

1. Harold Koontz and CRYIL O' DONNELL, Management, 
Mc.Graw-Hill KOGANWSHA, LTD, JAPAN, 1976. 
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stage of self-sufficient economy, when the human nee«s 

were limited; whatever prodUction was undertaken, it was 

primarily for self-consumption and not for exchange• 

Production was carried on within the family, by the 

family. 

In the middle ages, the producers gradually bound 

themselves together into compact organisation known as 

guilds and crafts. There were two kinds of guilds, viz, 

merchant guilds and craft guilds. Merchant guilds were 

association of traders and their principal objectives 

were to protect the interest of their member~, look after 

their safety and security, discourage unfair competition 

and encourage mutual help. They also carried on foreign 

trade for which they were granted royal characters. 

Craft guilds developed with the growth of handicraft 

system. These were, in fact, associations of the artisans 

who were engaged in the same occupation. Their main functions 

were (~) to help in the standardisation of production, 

(ii) to regulate the sale of products; (iii) to fix the 

wages of the artisans; and (iv) to frame rules regarding 

workers working conditions, hours of work etc. As the 

craft guilds grew in strength, the importance of merchant 

guilds diminished considerably and ultimately they 

disappeared. In course of time, the craft guilds two 

were replaced by 'domestic system' of production. The 

essence of this system lies in the birth of a new factor 
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of production - the enterpreneur. During the guilm age, 

the craftsmen used to purchase their own land and material 

and transform the same into finished goods in their work

shops. But in the domestic system of production, the 

entrepreneur used to purchase the essential raw-material 

and handed them over to the workers, who used to process 

them in their own homes. Thus the workers were not required 

to make any investment in land, tools or materials. The 

risks of production and sale was undertaken ~ the entre

preneurs and retain the surplus in the form Of profits. 

Again, the commercial revolution of the 15th & 16th 

centuries, the Industriiil Revolution of the 18t~ century 

and the doctrine of Laissez-fair, which pred0minated the 

entire world in the 18th & 19th century~ had led to far

reachi~g and revolutionary changes. The modern factory 

system of production is the natural outcome of those 

consequences. Under the factory· system, the capitalist 

employer not only provides the raw-materials and dispose 

of finished products, but also controls the intermediate 

process. The machinery is so costly that it is beyond 

the reach of work man. The labour is not his own material. 

~11 that a labour does is to provide the human labour 

force which is applied through machines in work-sites 

owned by the capitalist employer. Besides, there were the 

forces at work which helped in the development of the 

modern business system. Accounting was developed in ltaly 
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in the 15th century. Insurance was extensively used by 

Dutch business enterprises in the 16th century. In 

England, the Goldsmiths of London indulged in banking 

operations in the middle of the 17th century and the 

Bank of England was established in 1694. 

Now, let us have a glance at the characteristics 

of the modern factory system of production which have 

necessiated the use of art and science of Management. 

The first and the foremost is the large-scale production. 

Secondly, a new capitalist class has been created in 

industry, which, on the basis of amassed wealth, can 

purchase all the essential M's of Industry i.e., men, 

machines a.nd materi.'lls. Thirdly, the possibilities of 

international trade have opened up new markets in the 

different ports of the world. Inventions of all kinds 

and wider markets have led to great~r, better, and 

chapter production. Thus, there h3.s been an expansion 

in the size of industries and consequently the task of 

man•gement became a matter of concern. The form of 

business has also changed from the sole proprietorship 

to joint stock company. The momentum caused by legis

lation of the full privileges of limited liability in 

j oint stock ownership. 

As wealth, luxury and ease grew, the leadership 

of industry began to lack force and determination. 

Ownership became inclined to rest upon its cars, it 
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became decreasingly a criving force. Joint ownership 

followed, and with it came management in modern sense. 

This change in the ownership of industry led to three 

sighificant developments. First, increased capital, 

bigger plants and bigger staff made possible large 

scale production. Secondly, democratic industrial 

ownership implied a definite diverce between labour, 

capital and management. Thirdly, combinations and big 

business movements became inevitable which, in turn, 

required that each concern should be directed by a permanent 

and expert bOdy of men, so thdt policy might be coordinated 

throughout the business organisation. Thus at the beginning 

of the 20th century management evolved and stood in a more 

clearly defined position than ever befo~. It has gradually 

drifted away from capital & assumed an entity of its own 

as a definite function in the industrial organisation, 

distinguishable alike from capital on the one hand and 

labour on the other. Today, management is emerging as 

the directing force of industry and is gradually becoming 

a profession• 

Early Contributions to Management. 

Having discussed the evolution of management with 

the growth of trade and commerce, let us now briefly look 

at the early contributions to management. Many records 

and ideas relating to management date from antiquity. 
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Among these are the records of the Egyptians, the early 

Greeks, and the ancient Romans. In addition, there have 

been the experience and administrative practices of the 

catholic church, military organisations and the carneralists 

of the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries. 

Management in Antiquity. 

Interpretations of early Egyptian Papyri: exten8ing 

as far back as 1300 B.C., indicate the recognition of the 

importance of organisation and aaninistration in the 

2 bureaucratic systems of antiquity. Similar records exist-

in ancient China, Confucius's parables include practical 

suggestions for proper public administration and admonitions 

to choose honest, unselfish, and capable public officers.3 

A.l though~ the records of ear 1 y Greek do not gi v~ 
~· 

much insight into the principles of management employed, 

the very existence of the Athenian commonwealth, with its 

councils, popular courts, administration officials, and 

board of generals indicates an apprehension of the managerial 

function. Socarate's definition of management as a skill 

separate from technical knowledge and experience is remark-

ably close to our current understanding of functions. 

2· A Lepawsky, Administration, Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. 
New York, 1949, pp. 78-81. 

3. L.S.HSU, The Political Philosophy of Confucianism 
E.P. Dutton & co., New York, 1932, PP• 124. 
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The records of management in Ancient Rome are 

incomplete, although it is well-known that the complexity 

of the administration job evoked considerable development 

of managerial techniques. The importance of Rome magis

tr•tes, with their functional areas of authority and degree 

of.importance, indicates a scalar relationship character

istic of organisation. Indeed, it is thought that the 

real genius of the Romans and the secret of success of 

the Roman Empire lay in the ability of these people to 

organise. Through the use of the scalar principle and 

the delegation of authority, the city of Rome was expanded 

to an empire with an efficiency of organisation that had 

never before been observed. 

Th~ Roman Catholic Church· 

If one is to judge by age, the most effective 

formal organisation in the history of western civilization 

has been the Roman catholic church. Its long organisational 

life has been due not only to the ~ppeal of its objectives 

but also to the effectiveness of the organisation and 

management techniques. Striking ex.xnple of these techniques 

are the development of the hierarchy of authority with its 

scalar territorial organisation, the specialisation of 

activities along functional lines, and the early, intelli~ent 

use of the staff device. It is remarkable that, for 

centuries, their successful employment by the church had 

virtually no influence on other organisations. In his study 

of this, Mooney expresses the belief that "nothing but the 
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general neglect Of the study of organisation" can explain 

why the staff principle so important to the organisation 

of the Cathold.c Church, did. not take root in other organi

sations until fair recently. 

Military Organisations : 

Some of the more important principles and practices 

of modern management may be traced to military org~nisations. 

Except for the Church, no other organisation in the history 

of Western civilization has been forced, by the problems 

of managinq large groups, to develop organisation principles. 

Yet, despite the need, military organisation failed to put 

much theory to us~ before the past two centuries. 

Although military organisations remained fairly 

simple until recent times, being limited largely to 

refinements of authority relationships, they have, over 

the centuries, gradually irrproved their techniques of 

leadership. Early armies, even though composed of mer

cenaries, were often characterised by adeqaate morale 

and the compliment.ary relationship of individua.ls and 

group objectives. History is replete with examples of 

military leaders who communicated their plans and objectives 

to their followers, thereby developing what Mooney calls 

a "unity of doctrine" in the. organisation. ~n as 

autocratic a commander as Napolean supplemented his power 

to command with a careful explanation of the purpose of his 

orders. 
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'The Cameralists. 

The cameralists were agroup of German and Austrian 

public aaminstrators and intellectuals who generally held, 

from sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries, the same tenets 

as the British mercantilist and the French Physiocratic 

schools of political economy. They all believed that to 

enhance the position of a state, it was necessary to 

maximise material :wealth. But the camerali.st school alone 

emphasised systematic aaministration as a source of strength 

and was one of the earliest groups to do so. 

The cameralists believed as well in the universality. 

of mandgement techniques, nothing that the same qualities 

which increased an individual's wealth were called for 

in the proper administration of the state and its departm~nts. 

In developing management principles, they emphasised 

specialisation of function, care in selection and training 

of sub-ordinates for adminstrative positions, establishment 

of the office of controller in the government, expeGition 

of legal processes, and simplification of administrative 

procedures. 

Considering the pressing neec for the best possible 

management practice, it seems surprising that most of the 

cevelopment of management theory has been confirec to the 

past few aecades and others generally have been awakening 

to the neea only since worl:c war II. This, however, Ol.oes 

not mean that there was no concern, no theory, no attempt 

to develop a science cf management until this time. Indeed, 

many persons - most practitioners - attempted to bring some 
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or&erly thinking to management. But in a fielc1 of such · 

importance, there sho uli have been a stronger interest in, 

and a much faster growth of, management thought many years 

ago. 

It is worthwhile 4iiscussing some of the reasons fer 

the slewneS§ in tbe ceyeltpment Of management prof~s~iCD• 

Although, business institutions ef insurance, creait, and 

marketing were eevelopec in the Miedle Ages and although 

these and still others were fOrme« by the time of Industrial 

Revoluti0n in the 19th century, business was long regarded 

as a «egrading profession/occupation. Aristotle's charac-

terisation of buying and selling as "unnatural" · mone

making, Acam Smith's 4 disparaging remarks concerning 

business and Napolean•s5 castigation of England as a 

"nation of shopkeepers" are evieences of this fact. EVen 

in the past century, business was often regareec by the 

educate« as a somewhat inglorious occupation. Ineeec, one 

can say that only in the past half century has the business-

men begun to hol• a place of respect. 

Another reason for the celay has been the pre-

oeeupa~ion of economists with political economy ana the 

non-managerial aspects of basiness. In their analysis 

of business enterprise and the «evelopment of philosophical 

4. Aristotle, Polltics •ne 'Etbics • 

s.. .. A«.am Smith, Wealth of Na~.i:e.ns •. ~odern ·U.brary, 
.. ::J:ne ... -'New·, York, 1917. 



precepts concerning business, the early economists 

generally fellowee the leaa ef A4i.m Smith whose concern 

was for the measures to increase the wealth of nati0n; of 

Ricar4io, whose emphasis was upon the aistribution of wealth 

to the facters ef production, an« of Alfrea Marshall & 

others, who refine• some of the marginal analysis in 

competitive ana monopolistic marketing. The meaern 

treatment ef the economics ef the in«ivieual firm is largely 

a 4i evelopment ef the past fifty years. Even the work of 

Champerlin ana Robinson, which has so change« the course 

of economic theory since 1933, assumes the existence of an 

effective business management. These pre-occupations kept 

economists from examining the theoretical implications of 

the significant job of management until recent years. 

One might expect that political science woul• have 

been the father of a theory of management, since the 

aCministration of pregrcmmes is one of the majer tasks 

of gover~ent itself is the oleest comprehensive form of 

social organisation. Yet, aespite its obvious importance, 

early political theorists were slow to turn their attention 

tG the problem of a«ministration. They, like the early 

economists, were two occupiee with policy making at a 

national anc international level. Therefore, they l~rgely 

overlooke« the executive forces, at least until recent 

years. Some of the early contributions to the management, 

neverth:el-ess# '~c . .me-'from scholars :,iaL,the ;,;fielti of public· 
.i 

~-, .,aeninstration.;:.ne· import,ant contributi•ns have continueei 

to come_ from this ':..aource~.at-· .. 411 ·aceeleratec;:pace. 
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To some extent, the celay has also been cue to 

the tencency to compartmentalise the discussion within 

the broader fielc of social sciences, as in the failure 

to apply the research ef sociologists to the area ef 

management• The theories of sociology concerning formal 

anc informal organisations have only recently been 

appliec to the functi•ns of the manager. Likewise, with 

the exception ef certain in4iivi4iual psychologists, 

research of psychologists in the fielc of incivicual moti-

vation, reactions to authority, anc the meaning an~ 

analysis of leacership has exten«ec to the area of manage-

ment only in recent years. 

In aceition to these reasons, there was for many 

years a wi•espreae belief among managers i~ business, 

government, anc other organisations that management is 

not succeptible to theory - that managementis totally an 

art, not a science. 

Moreover, business owners ane managers themselves 

have in the past ciscouragee the cevelopment Of a theory 

of mangement. Too often their pre-occupation has been 

with the tefhnology, price, and to the balance sheet - an 

orientation harcly coneucive to an uncerstaneing of, an• 

inquiry into, the nature of management profession. 

It is interesting to note that the opening wecge 

t:o the stucy of management as a science was «riven by th-e 
. so-c.:l'le« sci~nti fic-mcnagement . .scho.o'l4 -£o.un~ by Freeer.i:ck. 

W •. ·1'-.yl.or .• 
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Development of the SOciological Approjch to Management• 

Concurrent with the «evelopment of scientific 

management by Taylor anc a«mdnistrative management by 

Fayol, a consicierable amount of thinking anci research 

were being cievoteci to looking at people as prociucts of 

group behavious. This is sometimes callea the 'SOcial 

man• approach to management. Generally regar«ed as 

fathers ·of organisation theory, or the SOcial systems 

approach to management, were three outstanciing scholars 

who wrote books anc essays at the close of the nineteenth 

century anc ciuring the early years of the 20th century• 

One of these was the German intellectual Max Weber, 

whose empirical analyses of church, government, the 

military, ana business leci h1m to the belief that hierarchy, 

authority, anc bureaucracy (inclu«ing clear rules, 

fiefini tion of tasks, anci «iscipline) lie at the foundation 

of all social organisations. Another was the French 

scholar Emile Durkheim, whose cioctoral ciissertation, 

publisheci in 1893, 6 i.e. (The Division of Labour) anci 

subsequent writings emphasise« the idea that groups, 

through establishing their values and norms, control 

human conciuct in any social organisation. 

Vilfre~ Pareto, the French Italian, was the thirci 

one, who in a series of lectures anc books between 1896 

:~. ·De 1.- Division ciu Travail Soci·al (Th~ ·Division of 
:Labour). F-.Alcan~ Pe·ris, 1893 .. 
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•soci~l systems" ~ppro~ch tc organis~tion ~ne man~gement. 

Society, in P~reto's view, is an intric~te cluster of 

interaepenaent units, or elements - th~t is, ~s ~ social 

7 system .with m~ny syb-systems. Social system, he ~rgues, 

h~s the tenaency of seeking equilibrium upon being aisurbea 

by outside or inside influence. Soci~l ~ttitudes, or 

sentiments, function to c~use the system to seek ~n 

equilibrium when disturbed by these forces. He s~w ~lso 

that the task of the elite ('the ruling cl~ss') in any 

society is to provide the le~dership to maintain the 

social system. 

Although these few words give inadequate expression 

to the views of the--.! social man' or 'soci~l system 1 

pioneers, there is no question that they did have 

considerable influence on El~ton Mayo, F.J. Roethlisberger, 

~nd others who undertook the f~ous experiments at the 

Hawthorne Pl~nt of the West Electric Comp.ny between 

8 1927 ~nd 1932. 

What Mayo ~nd his colle~gues f_ound, based p~rtly 

on the e~rlier thinking of P~reto, was to have a dr~atic 

effect on management thought. Changing illumination for 

the test groups, modifying test periods, shortening work 

7. Vilfreds Pareto, lb:e Mind and Society : A Treatise 
in General Sociology, Harcourt. Brace :and. Comp-any. 
Inc .. , New Yo'rk, 1935. 

·a. nton -M~yo, 'lbe Human Problems of an Industrial 
Civilizction, Th:e Macmi.ll~n .company, N.y .• 1933. 
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days, and varying incentive pay system did not seem to 

explain changes in productivity. Mayo and his researchers 

then carne to the conclusion that other factors were 

responsible. They found them in the social attitudes and 

relationships of work groups. They found in general, that 

the improvement in productivity was due to social factors 

as .:morale, satisfactory interrelation~hips between members 

of .a work group {a "sense of belongingness"), and effective 

management - a kind Of management that would understand 

human behaviour, especially group behaviour, and serve it 

through such interpersonal skills as motivating, counselling, 

leading and cooounicating. 

What the Hawthorma studies dramatised was that man 

is "social man" - that business op.erations are a matter not 

merely of machinery and methods but also of gearing these 

with the social system to develop a complete socio-technical 

system. These experiments led to increased emphasis in the 

behavioural sciences as applied to management and to recog

nition that managers operate in a social system. It should 

not be inferred from this tha~ prior to Hawthorne studies 

successful managers did not recognise the import•nce of 

the human factor or that management theorists overlooked 

it. This is simply not true. What the work of Mayo and 

his associates did undersc~re was need for a greater and 

·~er ~aarstand11'lg of the social ~md behavioural aspects 

of management. 
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Chapter - !· 

PROFESSIONAL ORGANISATIONS. 

A mass of informatton pertaining to Chambers, 

essociations end central bOdies representing business 

bOth in India and abroad is available. Careful historical 
~ work has also belaone in order to place contemparory issues 

in perspectivel The comparative appr0ach is used because of 

its potential fo~ new ideas but the basic Indian backgrGund 

provides the framework for discussions. 

In the rapidly evol~ing policy environment institu-

tions representing business have to develop new activities. 

Through these new activities, they can acquire a new image. 

To plan these on a national basis.a comprehensive view of 

these institutions and of their setting is es§ential· 

Chambers of Commerce, essociations end central bodies 

representing business have e special role in .. : developing 

countries and in any mixed economy. They have to attempt 

professionalisation, specialisation, and effective provision 

of common services. It is essential that our enterprises 

in all sectors are provided with support that c.n compere 

favourably with that obtainable abroad· 

Time has come for the Chambers of Commerce, trade 

and industry essociations and Central bOdies of bussiness 

to take a fresh look at the functions they are performing 

,and role t'hey would like to play in the changing e1.Teurns-

·t.imces • These bodies have played a very us1!ful role 'in 

th-e independence mOV1!ment of our country and mcny of them 

ere rendering very valuable services to bu3iness and 
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industry in a rariety of ways. In fact the imagination 

with which many of these bodies have organised their 

functions and built up their resources is astonishing. 

But at the sQme time it is also true that barring a 

few organisations, many of them lack adequate representing 

character, have extremely poor finances and their activities 

are limited to a few routine functions. The stress is more 

on ventilating the grievances of business than performing 

common services. The negative attitude has also resulted 

in gulf between these bodies on the one side and the 

government, the consumer and the labour on the other. 

To voice the grievances of sector of industrial 

or business activity which the chamber is serving, any-

. body would agree, to the primary function of these bo_dies. 

However, taking this to be the sole function is a mistake 

which most of these bodies have been organisation have cut 

themselves off from the social milieu. 

Protest notes against any government action 

irrespective of the harm or burden the government measure 

has imposed in the business activity; and an inadequate 

appreciation of the government's economic measure, have, 

over a time, reduced the rapport between th.ese organisa

tions and the government. 

This needs to be corrected and these bodies must 

take an independent view of the government actions and 

give some concrete suggestions for action to the government. 
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They may also accept certain responsibilities .in 

implem~nting certain social policies on behalf of 

the government. More stress should be given to 

provide necessary expert advice and cernmon services 

to their members. · 

The Concept. 

Chambers of Commerce are essentially modern 

organisations of modern enterprises. However, they 

do have certain historical forerunners bOth in Europe 

and in India. The regional organisations of guilds 

in Europe and India, the ldvery Companies in English 

cities and even the Hanseatic League on the continent 

of Europe performed certain functions new performed by 

modern chambers of commerce in greater o'r lesser degree. 

The first modern chamber of 00mmerce was established at 

Marseilles in France in 1599. Modern Ch.mber of Commerce 
•\ 

areLfour broad types. First, there is the Angle -

American or voluntary type characterised by voluntary 

membership and the voluntary undertaking of services. 

second, is the continental types, orginally developed 

by Nap~leon Bonaparte, characterised by a compulsory 

membership and an obligatery list of minimum functions. 

Both the first and the second type are today, essentially 

representative institutions providing comman services to 

the members and to the community at large. Thirdly, 

there .is the comm.wlist type o.f chamber of co~rce 
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functioning more like ~ decentr~lised dep~rtment ef 

government which emph~sises export promotion ~nd 

foreign private business cont~cts. In this sub-cl~ss 

the QQnsult~tive function is performed not only in 

Yugoslavia but, to varying degrees in other countries 

also. Even here there are developments, e.g., in 

Hungary, where the Clambers of Conunerce have become 

bodies consulted by government on both external and 

internal matters. There is also a 'derivative• 

'mixed' or 'eclectic' class of chambers of commerce 

which combines characterstics drawn from two or man 

' 
of the abOve three sub-types constituting a fourth 

type. 

Broadly, the chambers in India, Britain and 

the USA belong the first type; those in France, 

Germany, Swedan, etc., to the second type and those 

in Russia, Poland, Czechoslovakia, etc., to the third 

type. Norway represents a mixed type. The chamber of 

commerce have been organised in each country as per the 

needs of the country. The historicaL ... tra.di tions and 

the political, industrial and social set- up of.each 

country have influenced the organisation of chambers. 

Each national type has peculiarities, but broadly, they 

can be classified into the four categories mentioned 

above. 

Chambers of commerce, are voluntary organisations 

embracing firms, public officials, professional men and 
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public spirited citizens of a locality or area. They 

are not only interested in publishing, promoting and 

developing commercial, industrial and civic opportunities 

but also seek to improve community schools, street:·parks, 

playground, housing, public works, recreation and tourist 

facilities • 1 

In order to make matter more clear let us have a 

look at the another definition. A chamber of commerce 

implies a voluntary end a co-operative organisation of 

the business community established to promote commercial, 

industrial and civic interests. A chamber of commerce, 

therefore, serves as a central agency for individuals, 

firms and companies &nd trade associations for promotin9 

and protecting busin-ess interests. It is through this 

central agency that varieus interest groups deal with 

common problems and ~volve and project collective 

2 thought. 

It is worth m~ntioning here that there is a 

formal distinction b~tween chamber of commerce and 

trade associations organised on a national and/or 

regional basis such • s for example, the Institute of 

Chartered Accountants, and the Institute of Costs, and 

Works Accountants, ~~d the Institute of Industrial 

En:Jineers, etc., The distinction lies in the fact 

2. M.R. Dhekney, Chambers of Commerce and Business 
Associations in India, IMC Economic Research 
and Training Foundations, 1971, p.2. 
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that the chambers, interest themselves in representing 

the business community, providing it with services ~nd 

negoti~ting on their behalf which the professional 

associations usually confine themselves to a single 

profession and tend to project a technical view diriv.ed 

from a body of knowledge rather than the views of an 

interest group or lobby. 

Chambers of eommerce must be understood in the 

total context of chambers, associations and central 

organisations representing enterprises in a particular 

country. A concept of an ideal chamber of commerce is 

also ~ an ideal central organisation and ideal industry 

wise association must be derived-from some conception 

of the total role of these bOdies in a given economy. 

The functions of a chamber divide broadly into three 

categories, (1) Service to members; (2) the formulation 

of view on matters of policy, and the communicati-on of 

these views to the appropriate authorities; and 

(3) representation of the ~siness or enterprise community 

on outside bOdies. 

Origins of Modern Chambe~s ~nd Associations : 1835-1905. 

The emergence and development of chambers and 

associations have to be understood in historical pers

pective. It is of interest of pause at this ~tage apd 

discuss traditional Indian guilds and community ·ass~ 

ci ations. The study of Indian guilds helps to show that 
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there was a strong tradition of spontaneous organisation. 

It becomes possible to show that while the caste factor 

was basic there were many cases in which these limite 

were easily transcended· Organisations on a more compre-

hensive basis was possible in ell stages of Indian history. 

Vera Anstey says, "there is no doubt, however, 

that even in the remote past Indian industry and trade 

assumed il form and were conducted by methods closely 

resembling these 1.n1der which the guild systems developed 

in the West, and that persons following the same trade 

or industry grouped themselves into associations which, 

amongst other soci41 or religions functions, regulated the 

economic life of their merrbers. These associations which 

recurred social and legal recognition of their status, 

rights, end «ctivities, and possess a true corporate 

status, may conveniently and appropriately be called 

guilds. 3~ These bodies heve been divided by Mr· Menilel 

4 
Nenavati,· into two types, i.e., "general town Mahajcns~ 

end the "special trade Mahajans", owing to different 

functions performed by each. "Mahajan" in this case is 

interchangable with guild; in other context 'Mahaj«n' 

means "en influential trader"· The "speci&l trade Mahajan" 

were also called "Panch". 

3. Encyclopaedia of the SOci«l Sciences, London. 

4. Manil•l Belabhai Nanavati, then Director of Commerce 
and Industry, Baroda State, Guilds end .Lcbour Unions. 
in Europe and India, a chapter on the rerival of guildS 
and arts & handicrafts, Baroda State, Nov. 1917, 
{unpublished). 
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The worlds "Mahaj an•• and "P«nchayat" are used as 

sunonymous terms to discribe trade guilds. However, it 

is important to draw a distinction between the two. An 

association composed of the higher classes is referred 

tG in many vernaculers as "Mahaj an". On the other hand, 

an association of the lower classes, if it happens to 

the co-extension with caste, is called a "Panchayat•. 

The term "Mahaj an" which occurs commonly in the 

literature of the middle ages identified q~ guild of 

merchants. They were like modern chambers of com~erce 

or trade association formed to represent the interests 

of an economic group. The Panch or artisans' guild 

had a "Patel" as its headman, and the ~ahaj an or the 

guild of me,.rchants bankers and large leaders was headed 

by a leader called "Seth". Seth was title of honour 

given to the hee.drnan of the city, and hence, called 

Nagarseth or city chief.5 Many times, so long as the 

Nagarseth and his family remained in trade, they held 

their position by hereditary right. gumastha was the 

other office-bearer of the guild who used to collected 

fees, call meetings, keep accounts, etc. 

The Ma~ajans and Panchayats were essentially 

products of their own tirnes, and in Modern times they 

have now been replaced by chamber of commerce and trade 

~a:.s'SOct ~tt:m-. .,:fto.,e~, ·th'es e tt«> ins t1 tutions di 'ff er -. 

from each other .in several respects. In the first instance, 

guilds were, ::to~~·substantial extent, associated with 

5. E. W. Hopkins, .India .: Old and New •.. .London, 1902 

p ·169. 
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castes in India and therefore their membership was 
fu"M·.s~ 

restricted. These guilds had the power to ~~lieh 

their members. Both these •spects •re now iibSent• 

The guilds were responsible in some cases lay down 

guidelines for fixing prices and for restricting 

output. But the modern business associations, ilt 

least in India, do not have, except in speei:iil 

cases, ilny mech•nism or power to dictilte prices 

and restrict output of the products rnanuf•ctured 

by their members. 

The Central Org•nisation of Indian Bu~iness : FICCI. 

The Federation of IndiGtn Chambers of Commerce 

and Industry is the apex central bOdy of Indian 

business. The Federation imbraces within it.s organi-

s~tion all types of trade and industry interests anp 

ilS compared with any other central body, it hilS the 

largest membership. ldke •11 representative consti

tutions the Federation has its own history •nd structure. 

In 1926 the Indian Industri•l and Commercial 

congress p•ssed a resolution to dissolve itself and 

create a nation wide central organisation ro represent 

Indi•n business. The name finally chosen for this 

organisation was the Federation of Indian Chamber of 
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Sir Purshotam Das Thakurda, a cotten trader from 

Bombay, who had considerable public standing, and Shri 

G.D. Birla were the prime figures in the new development. 

The idea to start a federation of Indian Chambers of 

commerce and Industry as an indigeneous counterpart 

to the European ~ dominated Associated Chambers of 

Commerce grew principally out of the discussions between 

these two men. 6 Lala Shri Ram of Delhi and Fakirji of 

Karachi as well as D.P. Khaitan who drew up the consti-

tution of the bOdy subs@ribed the initial expenses of 

the Federation; two of them paying Rs. 15,000 each while 

Mr. Khaitan paid Rs, 2,500. The new apex chamber had 24 

member bodies drawn from Bombay, Culcutta, Madras,· Lahore, 

Karachi, Delhi and Ahmedabad, and became the most repre-

sentative organisation in the country despite the absense 

of powerful interests in Western India. 

Since its inception, the activities of the Federa-

tion in the field of Indian trade and industry in the first 

20 years before independence, ran parallel to those of the 

national movement for political independence for the 

country under the leadership of the Indian National Congress. 

From its inception till independence, the federation 

constantly felt that Indian enterprise cannot flourish 

without political freedom for the country and it ple.aded 

i'fl -W.Ost 41ilegui-~.oc--.'l t-erms its support to 1::andtdj'i..,.~ ~and 

6. /FranJcMoraes ... Sir Purushotamdas 'Ihakurda, Asias, 
1957,···p.42· 
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for PURANA SWARAJ. This meant both economic and political 

SWARAJ. Many leaders of the FICCI like G.D. Birla felt 

that swaraj was beneficial to (businessman) as much as to 

anyone else. Even in the rupee-sterling ratio controversy, 

leaders like Purushotamdas Thakurdas felt that it was a 

great national dispute between the government of India, 

backed by the India office, on tpe one side, and the 

people of India, or more correctly the Indian eommerci~l 

Community as representing the masses of India on the 

7 other· Throughout the.twenties and thirties, the 

federation continuously strove for securing protection 

for Indian industries. Thus, it pleased for the protection 

of Indian industries like cotton textile, steel, match, 

shipping, etc., and if even advocated giving busine~s to 

Indian coal industry, Indian insurance companies, etc., 

in preference to foreign interests. 

The FICCI also tried to become a bOdy that could 

formula~e the economic policy and demands of the congress, 

and at times it also felt that it could not tight foreign 

interest without the weight of the congress. In 1931, 

Mahatma Gandhi addressed the 4th Annual Session of the 

Federation. He expressed his grateful thanks to the 
I 

commercial community for the services rendered and said, 

"I want to make the Congress your own and we would 

7 • Proceedings of the 3rd Annual General Meeting, 
1930,, P• 60. 
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willingly surrender the reins to you. The work can better 

be done by you •. You should regard yourselves as frustees 

and servants of the poor. I don't for a moment believe 

that commercial prosperity is incompitable with strict 

8 honesty. 

During the post - was period, the federation 

expressed, on more than one occasion, that the economic 

problems of India could only be solved by a nationalistic 

government. In 1942, Churchil had charged that manufact~ 

uring and business interests were behind the congress. 

Mr. G.L. Mehta, the then President of the FICCI, felt 

that Indian Commercial Organisations need not feel 

apologetic about the fact that they were an integral 

part of the national movement and that they were fully 

in accord with the essentials of the congress demand for 

9 
freedom and transfer of power. 

After Independence. 

After independence, the federation faced new 

challenges. Though the federation had supported the idea 

of a nationalist government for almost 20 years, some of 

the mem~ers were soon disappointed by the attitudes of 

a. 

9. 

Speech by Mahatma Gandhi before 4th Annual Session 
of the FICCI on 7th April, 1931. Proceeding of the 
4th AnnuaJ. Gene.r.al Meeting.., .J93l· 

·11. Venkatsubbiah, Enterprise and Economic Change
--:,, ~0 years of .FICCI, VIKA.S, 1977, p .33. 
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some of the members of the new government, their ideas, 

their initial policies and their first budget which they 

believed to be restrictive of business enterprise. 

Subsequently, because of the expansion of the public 

sector, nationalisation of insurance business growing 

texation, reform in company law, introduction of state 

trading etc., the Federation got alienated from the 

government. The paramount need was to protect the 

private sector from the onslaught of legislation and 

government intervention in every aspect of business. 

Thus the foreign vs. Indian business debate of the 

last 20 years made way for a new debate, viz, 'State vs. 

Private enterprise' in which the FICCI has been engaged 

now for almost 3o years. 

All the talk of free competion and private enter

prise has not prevented the government from introducihg 

legislation .preventing monopolies and restrictive trade 

practices. In spite of loud protest, the government has 

mentionalised banks and insuran-ce companies and has 

acquired control over management and a share in their 

capital. Even after arguing year after year the 

presentation of the budget, very high personal as well 

as corporate ta~ation has become a part of the tax system, 

and excise duties have not brought all commodites within 

their 'let .. 

--Does this mean that Federations has a.ll •long been 

fighting only losing battle? Has it only opposed the 
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government and only increased the distance between itself 

and the government. 

Even in the Federation many did not like this 

sterile public-private-sector controversy. As long as 

in 1956, La.la Shri Ram had advised the Federation to keep 

away from such controversy. He said, •r think it would 

indeed be a good thing if.the Federation passed a 

resolution requesting their member bodies & members 

not not to make too much noises or have a body like the 

Forum of Free Enterprise which unnecessarily, in my 

opinion, antagonises even good friends". In 1965 while 

addressing the luncheon session, Shri H.v.R. Lyengar 

also advised the Federation not to take this controversy 

too far. It was in fact necessary to advocate the necessity 

of a public sector in order to help ensure that the govt• 

followed more pragmatic economic policies towards the 

private sector. But the Federation persisted with its 

criticism year after year• 

The reason why it had to lose in this fight was 

while the government had political commitments and the 

constitutional background to take such steps~ the current 

public attitudes in India have always been traditionally 

anti-business criticism of pri v.ate business, however, 

irrational or ill-informed evoked public approval. Thus 

the Fedeca..t.i~ '..s :v.iew.s ~e.d -to . .b~.ome too much .sterio-

. typed, ·prop~ant!i"!tic and far too one-sided. Moreover, 

though the Feder~tion kept talking of demoralisation and 

frustration of 1!ntrepreneurs in the priv-.te sector, the 

facts wer8 different. Under each plan, the private 
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sector expanded, new entrepreneurs came into business and 

a number of new projects were undert~ken by existing houses. 

The experience of the consumer regarding fair play by the 

private sector in times of scarcity w~s far from satisfac

torY• There was much to be desired in the quality 0~ 

goods and the prices charged. The Federation could do 

precious little in bringing to book the erring members 

or to engorge ~ code of fair trade practice among them. 

One can only say that the Federation only performed 

the job of a good commercial attorney and did not either 

take a dispassionate view or attempt to reform ~nd 

consolidate the private sector in the changed context. 

FICCI :Analysis of Activities. p_ 

Though the FICCI has been losing on the private

public-sector front ~nd on the front of controlling 

business, it has a number of things to its credit• It 

work in the field of export promotion, arbitration, inter-

national activities, infrastructur~l movement, research, 

etc., has been outst~nding and unique. 

The Federation is represented on over 100 advisory 

Boards and Committees set up by the Central government 

and leading institutions : The Board of Trade, Control 

Advisory Council of Industries, Direct T~xes Advisory 

Committees, Customs and Central gxcise Adv.iso.ry Counei1 

Co1Mlit:~e -on qapi:t:al Issues, Coal Transport AdviS():ry _ 

Comrnittee, .. National.Shipping Board, etc. The problems 
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of industries are taken up by these committees, then 

there are meetings arranged with the Minister•s and 

secretaries of different departments and sometimes 

special studies are made and seminars and conferences 

are also convened. 

The Federation organises a number of workshops 

and conferences on such subjects as transport, power, 

energy, distribution and production of coal, industrial 

licensing etc., in which experts from the respective 

fields participate. The agreed recommendations are then 

submitted to the concerned authorities for consideration 

and action. 

The Federation operates not not only on its own 

account but through a number of associate bOdies. These 

include two bodies concerned with international trade, 

namely, the Indian National Committee of the International 

Chamber of Commerce and the All-India Shippers• Council. 

The Indian Council of Arbitration, another associate 

body, conducts training programmes in arbitration, helps 

various bodies to have proper set of rules of arbitration 

and arbitration facilities. Undertakes publication and 

offers arbitration facilities in intern~tional disputes. 

The All-India Organisation of Employers is. another bOdy 

promoted by the Federation as back as in 1932 in order 

to deal with ~!:l---ma~·P!ftm'!'li-n9' ·tc :industrial 

· rel.ation. 'lhe Federation has also prornot~d th1! Economic 
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and Scientific Research Foundation which undertakes 

applied economic rese~rch. So far, more than 55 such 

studies have been completed and published by this 

Fo unda:ti on. 

The Federation has done very good work in the 

field of exports• It has sent a ~umber of delegations 

abroad to study markets, helped to promote joint 

ventures between Indian and foreign firms, and has also 

organised joint business councils. In ~11 these fields 

there is a very close co-operation between government 

and the Federation and, a fact, the latter is helping 

the government to promote its foreign economic policy 

in these fields. 

So far the Federation has ~een able to organise 

the Business Co-operation Committee of India and Japans 

the Indo-u.s. Business Council and he~ the Indo-British 

joint committee on Economic Co-operation and Trade to 

function. The Federation has also helped in organising 

benational chambers like the Indo-French chamber of 

Commerce ~nd is engaged in promoting an Indo-Arab 

Chamber of Commerce with a view to increasing mutu~l 

trade and industri-.1 coll-.boration. 

The Federation also undertakes many publications 

~oth of informative types on different licens.ing 

procedures etc.,, and Of a~aren "type in ·1Which .cert..-in 

findings h-.ve been presented. All these publ.ications 
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~re the result of careful preparation and analysis of 

economic data. 

As an apex body of Indian business, the FICCI is 

a member of the •fro-ASiiUl Organis~tion for Economic 

co-operation and the Confeder~tion of Asian Chambers of 

Commerce ~nd Industry. It takes active part in both the 

organisations. It is also closely connected with inter

national org~nisations such as GATT, the UNCTAD, the EEC 

etc., ~nd participates in the deliberations of International 

Conference including the International Congress of the 

ICC. 

In recognition Of merits in different fields, the 

Federation gives, every year, awards for outstanding 

achievements by fndividu«.ls and co-operation in the 

fields of family pl~nning, agriculture, research in 

science and technology, exPort promotion and industrial 

relations. 

During all these years, the Federation has 

built a very solid organisation and its growth has 

been impressive from every anvle - membership, finance, 

acti vi tie!S, etc. 
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There are two types of specialised central 

organisations. There are bodies that perform {!) a 

particular function for all business firms, e.g., 

handling labour problems: and {2) there are bodies 

that perform all functions for special categories 

of firms, such as those engaging in foreign trade 

or those falling in a certain size-class. 

The Federation of Indian EXPort Org~nisations 

is a body dealing with export matters alone. The 

AIMO was originally intended as a reformed central 

organisation of business. However, it did not 

succeed either in expanding its membership or in 

effectively representing small business. The FASII 

is purely an organisation representing small business. 

The National Association of Young Enterpreneurs is an 

organisation representing business associated with the 

Indian National Congress. However, its functions are 

still very limited. The Fair Trade Practiees Associa

tion is a central organisation with intersting objectives. 

It has shown considerable concern with the image of the 

private sector. 

Apart from these organisations belonging to 

private s~or, we can also discuss the standing 

oonference of public enterprises which is a central 

body havi'ft-g ·large 1JW>li't! ·seetors ur.dts ·em ·i.t'S "''lrlembers, 

the National Co-oper&ti ve Union oL.India which is tht!! 
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central representative body of the co-operative sector 

and the National Productivity Council which is a tripartite 

bOdy representing employers, employees and government and 

created for the purpose of productivity consciousness in 

our country. 

The National Alliance of Young Enterprises (NAYE). 

This is a body closely asSQCiated with the Indian 

National Congress. It was fermed in 1969, when there 

was a split in the Congress. However, it does not have 

the standing or the traditions that is associated, for 

example, with the INTUC, the trade union body associated 

with the Indian National Congress. The activities of the 

NAYE have been sporadic - organising national conventions 

of entrepreneurs, exhibitions, seminars, etc., from time 

to time. But little work involving continues study and 

secretarial work is done so far in 1976, it had organised 

a national convention at Delhi, an exhibition of products 

manufac~ured in the small scale sector and it is surprising 

to note that government ch.annels were used to circulate 

information about these activities. Even the few publi

cations that are released are under the joing auspices of 

the NAYE and the Development Commission of Small Scale 

Industries, government of India. The NAYE has tried to 

_an image of young entrepreneurs in contrast with big 

business ·and esp~cially those rnanaged by large ;industrial 

houses belonging to family groups. 
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Tha National Productivity Council (NPC). 

The NPC was constituted in 1959, as a result of 

the recommendations made by the Productivity Team sent 

to Japan. This is a tripartite body with equal repre

sentation to employers, employees and government. · The 

finances to the NPC are provided by the central government 

and usually either the Minister for Industry or the 

Secretary is the President of the NPC. The Chairman is 

elected by the general counci.ls, on which persons repre

senting different interests are nominated by the govt. 

and some are elected by local productivity councils, the 

local counterparts of the NPC at different centres in 

the country. The NPC has regional directerates at Bombay, 

Madras, Bangalore, Ahmedabad, Calcutta and Kanpur• At 

these directorates, specialist staff is appointed and 

they guide the local productivity councils (LPC) to 

organise their activities. They also take concultancy 

work in the field of industrial engine~ring and fuel 

efficiency. The NPC also awards fellowships for training 

i>n •vest Germany, France and Japan in production engineering, 

industrial engineering and plant engineering. EVery year, 

around fifteen fellowship are awarded. The selection to 

these fellowships is on all-India basis. 

There are.at present 47 local productivity counci.l..s 

all <GVer the country. Their membership is open to 

industrial-enterprises, trade unions, individuals. and 

research and management institutions. ~11 these interests 
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are represented on the governing bodies of these councils. 

The N2C had earlier prepared a model constitution and it 

is more or less accepted by these LPCs with little modi

fications to suit their local requirements. 

These LPCs conduct short term training programmes, 

organise in country and circuet teams, arrange seminars, 

and conferences, and provide library service, to their 

members. Some of them have also appointed industrial 

engineers on their staff and they provide technical con-

sultancy services to their members. The NPC and LPCs 

together have done a very good work in this field and 

have brought all the varied interests in their fold. This 

activity also presents a very useful area of government 

and pri~ate bodies' active cooperation in the vital area 

af productivity. 

The Central Bodies and Associations in the Co-operative 
Sectoz;:• 

The National Co-operative Union of India ('NCUI) 

was established in July 1962. Centralised activity for 

the Co-operativ~ had begun earlier. The All-India 

Co-operative Institutes' Association was established in 

October, 1929. Thereafter, the All-India Co-operation 

Banks' Association came up. Then came the All-India 

Co-operative Conference held at Bangalore in May, 1949. 

All these bodie:S ,were ,-super.s~dea by ·tn-e ·National 

Co-operative Union of India. The membership of the All-

India Co-operative·conference was open to all Co-operative 
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societies, institutions and federations while the NCUI 

is mainly a body of federations. 

The objective of the NCUI include co-operative 

education,A and training, production of literature, 

convening of the National Co-operative Congress and 

representing the movement as a whole. It is intended 

to be a body initiating between government and the 

co-operatiO!m sector. It combines the advantages co£ · 

autonomy with access to government resources and 

guidance. 

The membership of the union is open to national 

co-operative federations and societies state co-operative 

in the different co-operative sub-sectors, state tribal 

development co-op~rative corporation registered under 

co-operative law and multi-unit-co-operative societies 

not regarded as national societies. 

The governing council is constituted partly by 

direct election and partly by representatives of the 

different member - bodies who constitute the membershipr 

Th~s ther~ is a sectionalisation of representation and 

it is not possibl4!t for one dominant party to override 

the constitution of the FICCI. It is perhaps less 

suited to a body which has ambitions to shaPe the co

operative movement as a while. 

We can underst:al'Jd~··e:ffeet::1V!!n~ss -of 1:t:>-"t)pera:tive 

bodies like the NCUI and other federations i£ ·one considers 

them as -:a. tota.J. complex. In this complex, one should 

perhaps . .inc.lude the National Co-operative Development 
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Corporation {NCDC} which is a composite organisation 

representing nun-official co-operative opinion as well 

as a c ross..;.section of institutions interested in the 

development of the co-operati ve:-;movemei!lt:. On the NCDC 

are represented not only the co-operatives but also the 

Ministry of OOpperation and Community Development, the 

Ministry of Finance, the Planning Commission, the Centr•l~ 

Social Welfare Board and other Ministries havi~ng some 

interest in the co-operative movement. The NCDS as partly 

a financing and consultancy agency. It is also directly 

interested in playing a positive role in promoting and 
-

assesting national and inter-state co-operative federation. 

It hopes to influence the co-operative movement by developing 

schemes of f-inance which enable it to balance and supplement 

the policies adopted by state government. 

The All-lndia Federation of Co-operative spinning 

Mills Ltd., estalllished in 1964, to coordinate and 

facilitate the working of the member - Co-operative 

spinning mills, is actively assisted by the NCDS. 

The National Co-operative Sugar Mills 1 Federation,. 

the -All-India Handloom Fabrics 1 Co-operative Marketing 

Society Ltd. {national apex body sponsored by the All-India 

Handloom Board), the National Co-operative Customers' 

Federation, the National Agricultural Co-operative 

& trading activities on its own-as--~llcas··governments• 

.,. account>..- are:.some of the pioneer co-operative organisations 

which· -are ·p'romoting the co-operative movement in this count.ry. 
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The NCDS provides finance for bodies like Cotton 

Spinning Mills' Federation. The amendments incorporated 

in the NCDC Act, 1962, by the NCDC {amendment) Act, 1974, 

provides for encouraging the development of national level 

co-operative federations. With the extension of the 

jurisdiction of the NCDC to core dairies fesheries, poultry 

and m!Lnor forest produce,. further assistance will be given 

either to support or form national federations in these 

sectors. 

~he National Co-operative Agricultural Marketing 

Federation (NEFED) had a total business turnover of 

Rs. 12·36 crores in 1973-74• The National Co-operative 

Custumers• Federation (NCCF) established in 1965-66, 

which has 14 state co-operative consumer federations, had 

a total sales turnover of Rs. 28.66 crores in 1973-74• 

The. Standing Conference of Public Enterprises. 

The Standing Conference of Public Enterprises 

(SCOPE) was created by certain pioneer politicians and 

administrator and is in a way parelled to the FICCI and 

the NCUI. It is registered society with voluntary 

membership but has been set up on the initiative of the 

Bureau of Public Enterprises. The Estimate Committee 

recommended the setting-~ of a Bu~au of Public Enter

prises which was conceived of not only as a financial 

watch~tifiq and 1:n£ormation agency but as .a consultancy 

.organisation and liasion organisati-on. ..It had to 
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maintain liasion with the Department of Administrative 

Re£orms in respect of matters like work-study, operations 

research, improved reporting - and incentive systems, 

recruitment procedures for top personel, etc. Gradually 

the appraisal functions, formulation of common policies, 

consul tancy and the public relations function:. received 

emphasis. As a result of its gradually expanding 

functions it was·natural to think of establishing the 

SCOPE as a relatively independent organisation. 

On 29th September 1970 the scope was established. 

The Bureau has been collaboratinq closely with the 

standing conference closely with the standing conference 

and it had helped to modify the guidelines or norms 

issued by the Bureau. Various Other bOdies planning for 

the public sector such as the parliamentary committees, 

Cabinet Sub-Committees and Groups, Economic Secretaries 

Committee, Planning Commission and Administrative Ministri·es, 

etc., ·have often focussed it useful as a sounding boazrd 

for important policies. The SCOPE has so far been able to 

undertake only a few activities such as a common building 

comple~ in Delhi for public enterprises, holdin9 central 

conferences ans seminars etc. It has not become fully 

effective as a representative body nor in spite Of many 

efforts has .it been able to provide a philosophy for the 

-pub~ic seetor a'tm -to Of'i~·~'i"'t'S dll!weloptlieu't. l""ft ·-fact .. 

the SCOPE can be better compared with a chamber of 

commerce llk~ :~tne Indian chamber of commerce, Calcutt~ 

r-.ther than. -witb- the FICCI- The SCOPE has# £or example, 
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been able to promote forms of inter;enterprise co-ordination 

for commercial purpose. 

The mancging of public relations by the public sector 

and reporting to parliement is within the competence of the 

SCOPE just as it is within the competence of the Bureau of 

Public Enterprises. It can -.ssist the task of co-ordinating 

financial trading and productive organisations in the public 

sector and in developing suitable common activities by 

consent. Thus for the entire task of planning the public 

sector from below1 this organisation can play a key role. 

The All-India Manufacturers' Organisation (A-IMO) • 

Well-known engineer - statesman, the late Sir ~. 

Visvesvarayy•, was the founder and th~ first president of 

the organisation. The ideas of this stateman on economic 

planning were well known to the public before independence. 

In fact~ the work of the National Planning Committee as 

also the Bombay Plan, the People's Plan •nd the Gandhi•n 

Plan were influenced by his thinking. His main aim in 

setting up the AIMO was to set up a separate central 

organisation composed of industrialists as constras~~d 

with organisations which had both traders and industrialists 

in their membership regarded the ASSOC~ as a body of 

foreign businessman and, therefore, unsuited for planning 

or at J.east :£or ·~-n; '1!d'Ual:ives _j,n -the ·matter. '"l'h~ 

F~CCI1 be felt, was in organisation which··trading 

interests and: large manufacturers who had a base .in tr«de 
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had formed, and its reluctance to associate directly 

and explicitly with national objectives .made him feel 

that as eparate organisation directly interested in 

economic planning and having a constitution that would 

bring to the fore front entrepreneur types who co-ordinated 

more closely with national objectives was necessary. The 

rapid industrialisation of India, it was felt, required 

a considerable degree of economic planning on the one 

hand, and abusiness class more concerned with industri

alisation and long-run development than with short-term 

speculation and traditional trading-gains, on the other. 

The A-IMO was, thus, an attempt to popularise the concept 

of linking e~onomic planning and corporate planning and 

~also an atterrpt at emphasizing the social-responsibilities 

Of entreprenurship at least at the prcp,aganda level. The 

A-IMO was brought into existence as a result of the 

deliberations of the All India Manufacturers• Conference 

held in Bombay in March 1941. The A-IMO developed a 

firly elaberate organisational structure in the form of 

state boards, regional boards, district councils and city 

councils. 

The A-IMO has been organising trade fairs and 

exhibitions - the first one was organised in 1951, and 

· recently in 196'8. ~nd . .I1'lt1!rl'l1!t:i'C!la1 'l'J:-aae Fair was 

organised at Mcdras. It has sent -·several indnst.ria.l 

delegations abroad, has organised Sir, Visvesvaryya 
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Industrial Muse~ at Bangalore, is organising an Inter

national Trade Centre in Bombay, has published Industrial 

Directeries, Expert guide and various other publications 

useful to industry, making special efferts to proyide 

9uidance to near entrepreneurs and so on. 

In order to be of service to its members it takes 

up individual cases with the respective departments of 

government and tries to solve them. It submits memoranda 

from time to time on various policy issues to the government; 

it has representation on.several Advisory Committees of 

both central and state governments and many issues are 

taken up at this level; it organises several meetings, 

seminars and conferences in different parts of the country. 

It holds its quarterly meetings also in different cities; 

and it carries continuous dialogue and discussions with 

officials on important matters. The A-IMO also publishes 

regularly its monthly journal, Industrial India, and 

A-IMO Newsletter, and its merr~ers are kept informed on 

all metters effecting their business. 

It did have a hand in inducing the government to 

set up the Industrial Finance Corporation, various 

technical institutes, etc• It emphasised the importance 

of engineering and consultancy services. 

Now it may be said that to be an organisation with 

.,._ ·.g.lorious past but li1fi1t~ •t•noi:ng 1.n oon~ar..ry 

·ti1Tles. 
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The Fair Trade Pr;ctices Association (FTPA). 

This was organised on the Gandhi j i Jay anti Day, i • e •, 

2nd October, 1966, and on 25th March, 1968 it was registered 

under the companies Act, 1956. The basic effort of the 

Association was to improve the image of the private sector 

Indian businessmen have frequently been criticized for 

having among their ranks black marketers, hoa~ers, riggers 

of prices and suppliers of sub-standard and adulterated 

goods. The businessmen have been the target of attack of 

politicians and many times they have been used as scapegoats 

whenever there occurred any difficulty in the economy and 

more especially whenever there occurred a rise in the Prices 

of essential goods. In 1966, when reputation of Indian 

Businessmen was at its reputation of Indian businessmen was 

at its lowest ebb., and the government thinking was to 

intervene and introduce controls in all business operations, 

some leading businessmen from Bombay thought of improving 

the image of business comrnunity and instituting some sort 

of self-imposed voluntary controls on business • 

. The Association laid down the Nine-Point Code of 

Fair Trade Practices intended to safegu-.rd conslJTlers' 

'\, interests by regulating the relations between businessmen 

and consumers on the basis of norms r~arding prices, 

especially during scarcity periods, product information 

to .el~in~ 'Sub-standard and adUlterated goods4 banning 

misleading advertisements, inaccurate weights andmeasures 

and.dealingin.:smuggled goods, and finally, correct 
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accounting and information. Since the consliDler movement 

. in India is veak and the Association did not have any 

sanctions, the effort had many limitations. 

The main field of activities of the FTPA is 

Greater Bombay, though new it has established adhoc 

committees at Madras, Jaipur and New Delhi. 

Tbe Executive Committee of the FTPA consists of 

not less than 16 and not more than 25 members out of 

which two-thirds are elected members and on~thirds are 

elected members and one-third of such elected members 

retire every year.- One half of the elected members will 

be elected by individuals and business firms, which the 

remaining members will be elected by the company members • 

The· Executive Committee has the powers to carry on . :t\ 
~~··H 

day-to-day administration of the Associ3tions and to 

establish or dissolve the sub-committees, branches or 

areawise committee. 

The FTPA has attempted to give guidelines to 

manufacturers and dealers on industrial products such as 

Vanaspati, types, tubes, and paper. The technique is to 

evolve voluntary schemes so that the government is not 

forced to intervene. The Association has also undertaken 

certain work for publicity such as the direct distribution 

of one lakh notebooks for children at subsidized rates in 

.Dadar -area of Bombay... .It })as Jol-IlGle.r~..K-en special:' surveys . 

of consumer reactions and publ:ished proce,edin,. :of Sl!minars~ 

di·scussiohs illld meetings on"top.ics that ·concern it. 

However, ·the-"Nine-Point code has remained on paper and is 
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fading steadily. Other branches of consumer movement 

such as the Grahak Panchayat and Consumer GUidance Society 

appear to be doing better, as they enter directly into 

trade & into consumers' problems. The FTPA itself seems 

to be now convinced that voluntary efforts do not 

discipline the business community and new it has put up 

a proposal that government should set up a body to promote 

fair trade practices. Thus it is after legal sanction 

to support its activities. 

The Federation of Indian Export Organisations. 

As a measure of export promotion the governrrent of 

India has encouraged setting up export councits for 

individual commodities. The Cotton Textile Export 

Promotion Council was the first to be established iry· 

Bombay in 1945. Now there are 18 such councils looking 

after cashew, chamicals and allied products, engineering 

product, leather products marine products shellac, plastic 

and linleurr., silk and rayon, spices, sports goods, proceessed 

foods, wool & woolens, tobaco, basic chemicals pharmaceu

ticals and soaps, mica and son on. The latest council bo 

be established in Gem abd Jewellery Export Promotion 

Council which was set up in 1966 in Bombay. These councils 

are single instruments of export promotion and they are 

intrusted with the responsibility of administration of 

expor.~ ,J)romotion .schemes. Such as cash assistanee. 

fixation of drawback rates, import replacement, ~tc ~ 
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The establishment of market development fund and the 

introduction of code for grant-in-aid for expert 

activities, the virtual compulSory membership for 

exporters of such councils and the close association 

of these bOdies in the policy making of Government have 

enhanced their prestige further. Necessary financial 

assistance is also provided in part by the government 

to these councils. Then there are specialised institutions 

looking after one aspect of exports, such as the Export 

Credit and Guarentee Corporation of India, Indian Institute 

of Packaging, Incian Institute of Foreign Trade Commodity 

BOards, etc. Augmenting the efforts of these specialised 

institutions ar'~ various chembers and trade associ abions 

in ,the country. 

In order to create a common forum for all these 

institutions and to co-ordinate their activities, the 

Federation of Indian ExPort Organisation (FIEO) was 

fermed in 1965 with its headquarters at New Delhi. 

Apart from co-ordinating efferts of various organisations, 

the FIEO also deals directly with those commodities and 

services which do not have any specific export promotion 

council to assit them in their export promotion. 

The FIEO aas a very close co-ordination with the 

governm~nt of India. It has been entrusted by the 

govern~ent with primary ~eing ·£unctions to prov.ide 

·integrated assistance to government recognised export 
··::j:-~--. . 

houses. It has also been designated by the government 
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of India as the central co-ordinating agency in respect 

of the export promotional efferts' of consultancy services 

in the country. It received a annual financial grants from 

the government to carry on its activities and its specific 

activities in the field of experts are also supported by 

the Market Development Fund• 

The Fl.EO..:has established very close relations with 

many international agencies such as the UNCT.~, GATT, FAO, 

ECAFE, UNIOO, International Trade Centre and the International 

Monetary Fund. 

The FIEO has three categori,?.S of members; ordinary 

associate and honorary. It is managed by a managing 

committ2e of 30 members el~cted by its members and its 

annual budget is around Rs. 15 lacKS· 

During the last ten years, the FIEO has done good 

work in the field of export promotion. Apart from 

co-ordinating expOrt promotion efferts of all export 

promotion councils, export houses, exporters and other 

similar bodies, it has sent several delegations abroad, 

received many deler;Jations into India, conducted special 

studies on individual commodities •and countries, has 

produced films on India's export potential and industrial 

progress and has arranged to show them abroad, has 

advertised in many foreign papers to create Indias' image 

as an .exporting country and has published directories~ 
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folders and other literature on various aspects of exports 

and has circul3ted the same widely. At the instance of 

the government, it has undertaken special studies on ware

housing abroad and packaging for exports. Federation has 

been vested by the government with the responsibility of 

recommendi•nq:selected export promotional constitutions 

and export houses for the grant of awards for outstanding 

export performan:es. It has also prepared plans for 

organising a world trade centre at Delhi with the Co-opera~ion 

o.f the central government. 

Thus the FIEO presents a picture of a very useful 

and close co-operation between a central body and the 

gover~ent for undertaking work of national importance.· 

~encies and Institutes of Management Education in India. 

The history of the origin of management education in 

India is not very old. It has made rapid progress from small 

beginnings in early 1950s. After World War II, some 

progressive industrial firms took initial steps in the 

direction of management educ3tion t¥ providing in-company 

training programmes for executive working under them to 

make them suceptible to the changing industrial scene in 

the post-war period. But the first concrete effort towards 

bringing management education to a frame of organised 

educational system was made when All India Council for 

technical ~~dueatit:>n set up a special committee to .l.ook 
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into the question of instituting courses in the field of 

management in universities and other institutions. Members 

from industry and academics were included in this committee. 

A decision was taken to start • post-graduate diploma 

course is business management and industrial administration 

initially on a part-t~e basis. This too was only for 

junior executives who were already working in industries. 

It was also recommended that .All India Council fur technical· 

education should set up under its auspieces an organisation 

for coordin::~.ting and controlling management education in 

the country. This recommendation was accepted and the 

All India board for technical studies in management was 

set up in 1953 by All India Council. Thus a small 

beginning was made and important developmeots soon followed 

in the area of management education in India. Three types 

of courses in management was suggested by the All India 

board set up for management education. These three types 

of courses were to be conducted in business management, 

general management and industrial administration. The 

content of each course was outlined and the various subjects 

to be covered up were indicated by the board· It also 

emphasised, the need for adapatability, fleXibility and 

experimentation in management education in the count~y. 

Certain standards to be met by all institutions concerned 

were laid down in order ·to tnaineain pa:rlty & un.ifo:f'mi t,y· 

The selected institutions to conduct courses inBusiness 

Management include the Madras University, the All India 
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institute of Management and Labour Welfare (Calcutta 

University}, the Delhi School of Economics of Delhi 

University and the Bombay University• For the teaching 

of industrial administration, the Indian Institute of 

Technology, l<haragpur, the Indian Institute of Sct::ience, 

Bangalore and the Victoria Jubilee Technical Institute 

Bombay were na11ed. Institutes with anestablished 

reputation in social sciences were selected to conduct 

courses in business management and those with good 

reputation in science and technology should conduct 

courses in industrial administration. With the passage 

of ti'"Pe, the board accepted management as applicable .to 

all spheres of national life •• 

Yniversity Courses : 

Initially only part-time courses were conducted. 

The rule that only those persons would be admit~ to 

such courses who have atle:a;st a degree in any discipline 

and who have atleast two years of experience in industry, 

gave a push to management education. Whdt was initially 

decided by the board was that universities should provide 

only part time courses. But when the demand for management 

education became high, more institutions at many other 

important commercial and industrial centres were selected. 

Till 1974 there are 31 universities and other institutions 

conduc-tin~ -"a .number of courses in management. ·txamples 

of these are full time masters degree in business adminis

tration, part-time post graduate cour~s in business 
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management, industrial management and industrial relations 

and specialisations like sales & marketing management, 

production managment, finance management, personnel 

management, international business management. The 

annual admissions are about 800 students to full time 

courses at the master's degree level and an equal number 

in part time courses in post graduate diploma level. But 

today there is a shift towards full time courses at the 

master degree level. It was felt that the inclination to 

depend too much on part time courses is not conductive to 

the progress of systematic education in management. 

Universities should realise th:1t they can make management 

education in ~ndia dynamic only by constantly coordinating 

and cooperating with universities by_providing them with 

new knowledge, techniques and skills. 

It is worthwhile discussing some of the shortcomings 

of management education. Students coming out from such 

business schools are not up to the expeftation of the 

industry. "I'here are many signs of a growing disappointment 

with the product of business management schools.· . Doubts 

about the present day management education are being 

raised. Both academicians and business manage~s have 

expressed serious concern over the personality make up 

of the present day MBAs both in India and abroad.~ 1 

1· P.N. Singh, "Making Management Sducation ;more 
Relevant" in Modern Management, Vol.III,. No.4~ p~/. 
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Management education in universities and other institutions 

has also brought about a new phenomena in the Indian 

industry. MBAs in India _have started and perfected the 

game of job hopping almost killing the loyalty syndrome 

prevalent Indian organisations earlier. Despite these 

drawbacks, m~agement education in Indian universities 

have been successful to partly meet the requirements of 

Indian industry. 

Administrati~ Staff Colleage : 

As a joint venture of government and private 

industrt, adminstrative industry was set up in Hyderaoad 

in 1956. This college conducts as its main activity 

three months course for senior executives in the principles 

and techniques of organisation, adminstration, and leaderSh~p 

in civil life. Case study, faculty discussion, business 

gam~s, business problems and exercises and rr.odern management 

techniques are all parts of the methdology of the courses. 

This college is not concerned with the preparatory training 

and caters to the needs of working executives. Also 

conducted are short time courses in different functional 

area such as materials management, JTlarketing management, 

executive decision making etc. The entire expenditure on 

maintenance of the colleage is met by the income from 

tution fees of the pa.r.tic.ipant.s.. ..SOme people a.r.gue that 
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it is a management school-cum-professional management 

service organisatioQ that overlaps in function with the 

institutes of management. All lndi a Management Association, 

National Productivity Council and other arganisations. 

Institutes of Management. 

The institutes of management ·at Ahmedabad, Bangalore 

and Calcutta are the most premier and world-widely acclaimed 

institutes in the field of imparting management educationl 

It was the decision of the central government, in 

1961-62, to open two full fledged institutes of management 

at Ahmedabad and Calcutta. The help of private sector 

industry was also solicited. Training of young men, women 

for the management career, conducting research and providing 

training for teachers in management were scree of its main 

objective. 100 to 120 students were to be •dmitted in e•ch 

of thea institutes and a large number of P•rticipants for 

executive development progrcmmes. These were autonomous 

institutes and were to be assisted by two well known 

American Universities. Sloan School of ~anagement of the 

Massachusetts Institute of TeChnology and the gradute 

school of business adminstration of the Harvard University 

were to assist these institutes at Calcutta and Ahmedabad. 

These two institutes were to be adminstered by their own 

high power board consisting o£ repr:esentati'Ves o'f the 

:industry and commerce, leaders .from differ-ent spheres .. D£. 

national life and members of the academic fraternity. 
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Some general criticisms have been levelled against 

these institutes. One is that there seems to be no just

ification for setting up these institutes and dumping an 

unproportionately large sum of money into them. The second 

criticism is that the high per capita cost of education 

which is about 7500 rupees per annum is considered 

exorbitant. Moreover, these institutes are thought to be 

serving the interests of private sectors. Despite the 

criticism levelled againt these institutes, it is a fact 

beyond doUbt that these institutes are acclaimed world 

wide for its performance, standard and high quality 

research. Recently one more institute at Lucknow has 

been set up for imparting management education in the 

country-

All I ndi a Management Associ at ion. 

In 1957, the All India Management Association was 

creat~d as an apex body with active support from government. 

AlMA was intended as a cause group - a ~dy to pool management 

thoughts in the country, • foru, to develop a national 

man~gerial ethos, an organisation to facilitate furtherance 

of the profession and its contribution to society. Today, 

after thirty years, AlMA is .recognised for its n:ttional 

stature; upheld by a broad base of membership; and is known 

for its activit:.iss - bOth -national and i:ntt!rnat:J.Ohal• 
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The AlMA activities have grown in step with the 

needs of Indian Industry and have changed over the years • 

As new needs have been felt the activity base has been 

expanded. 

The activities of Al~A today can be classified in 

four broad areas - related to : 

(a) Bringing together the community of professional 

managers - identifying and developing new forums 

and telents. 

(b) Breaking new ground in policy making and collaborative 

areas, both in India and abroad. 

(c) Education and training in management and 

(d) Research, collation and disemination of information. 

These areas themselves are not'· mutually exclusive 

but form the underlying principles for activity expansion. 

Management Development Actiyities. 

Other management development activities range from 

comprehensive programmes aimed at strategy formulation and 

policy making level, to highly_specialised and advanced 

courses ·at various levels of management. 

(1) Top Management Programmes - short duration (3-5 days) 

programmes of highly specialised and functional nature 

.r.ange from HtlJ'l'lan .Reso11rees DeveJ:cpment -eo .. .£ilfo..:tttation 

~anagement. Between 12 and 15 such programmes are 

announced every year. 
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(II) Computer Aided Management - AlMA's superbly 

equipped computer centre conducts short duration 

courses for managers: at all levels. Built around 

intensive hands on sessions, these courses allow 

managers to use available software in their own 

situations. 

{III) Special Interest Group Programmes - To extend 

current thinking into sectoral areas, AI¥~ has 

held programmes in Travel & Tourism~ plans to go 

into .Management of Educational Institutions and 

Hospitals and is creating interest group among 

Women Managers. 

(IV) Programmes for Public Adminstrators - Specifically 

designed for various levels of lAS & other Public 

Service Officers cover both general management and 

specialised courses. Programmes have been conducted 

for Department of Personnel & Training and for 

Department of Electronics of Government of India· 

Advanced ~anagement Programme. 

A prestigious four week course designed for top 

management personnel in public and private sector boast 

of the best Indian Management teaching faculty and several 

international speakers. Hence in the idyllic location of 

.Srinagar. in its 28 years Advanced Management .Programme has 

-·trained over 1000 top management personnel. 
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National Competitions for Young .!tanagers (NCYM) • 

It is helq annually on the convention theme • This 

event attracts an array of bright young and women to a 

two tier competititon, culminating into the finalists 

parF!cipation in the National Convention, 

National Management COnvention (NMC). 

The singular annual event of AlMA brings together 

eminent manageme~ thinkers, senior professionals and 

a large number of practicinv managers debate national 

management related issues. Since 1987, tbis programme 

includes a teleconference with managers abroad· 

AlMA's Diploma in Management. 

A unique Diploma offered through distance learning 

to executives with at least .3 years of experience, is the 

single largest AlMA activity. 

This diploma recognised by the government of India, 

follows the curriculum guidelines of a MBA' programme• It 

is conducted through a wide ranging network of Local 

Management Associations; Personal Contact Programme Centres; 

Libraries and Student Advisors. Faculty for teaching and 

evaluation is drawn from all over India from among some 

of the best management teachers and practicing managers. 

There are, today over 9000 students enrolled in tlnis Diploma. 

Entrance to the Diploma is through an Admission Test held 

twice a year at 55 centres; conducted along the some lines 
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as GMAT. A major attraction in this Diploma is the 

flexibility it offers to pursue the course at a pace 

suitable to the individual. 

Management Research• 

Carefully identified and defined research projects 

are carried out with the help of sponsored scholars •- The 

results are published in monographs available to managers 

and teachers. AlMA is now.potsed to catalyse setting up 

of research parks for more intensive research in the 

applied areas of management. 

Organisation and Goverance of AIJviA. 

~ 

AlMA is a federating body of its members and Local 

Management Associations, -.each of which functions autonomously. 

Registered under the Societies Registration Act, AlMA today 

affiliates 42 Local Management Associations. The policies 

for AlMA and the direction it takes is formulated by A~A·s 

council of Management. The council comprises elected 

members and representatives of LMA, through Regional 

Councils and nominees of the Government of India. Over 

and above, the Council co-opts eminent management professionals 

and representatives from the leading management institutes. 

AlMA Membership is available to individual management 

progessionals and to organisations. Various cate:Jori es of 

membership ensure wider participation, from interested 

individuals. There is a place for everyone who has 

managerial experience and wishes to be with the mai nt scream 

in the development of the profession. 
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Brief Swnmary. 

In co.pclU8ion, we can say that these professional 

badies and institutes like FXCCI, National Productivity 

Council, Administrative Staff College, Institutes of 

; Management, National Institute of Training in Industrial 

Engineering (NITIE), All India Management Asso~iation 

(AIMA), are rendering very valuable services to business 

and industry in a variety of ways. In fact the imagination 

with which many of these bodies have organised their 

functions and built up their resources is astonishing. 

But it is also true that except a few organisations, 

many of th~ lack adequate representing character, and 

their activities are limited to a few routine functions. 

The negative attitude has also resulted in gulf between 

these bodies on the one side and the government, the 

consumer and the labour on the other. This needs to be 

corrected and these bodies must take an independent view 

of the government actions and give some concrete suggestions 

for action to the government. They may also accept for 

certain social policies on behalf of the government. 

More stress should be given to provide necessary expert 

advice and common services to their members. 

There professional bodies and institutions are 

contributing. in the emergence of management as a profession. 

Membership of these bodies like All India Management 

Association and others is not compulsory and this is a 
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major handicap i'n the evolution of management as a k·<" ~ 2·:-c-.>.:~ i: :· J~ 

professional bodies must be made compulsory. Despite 

the weakness in the functioning and norms formulation 

by these bodies, the fact can't be denied that these 

are helping the management to become a profession in 

its true sense. 

. .... 
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Chapter - 2.• 

Structure and Composition of Management Profession s 

RectuitJttentj ~ ::Sex/Bc!iutatioa[:Ca§te/Religion • • • • • • • 
i . '• 

No matter what has been written or said about 

recruitment and selection, everyone believes that he 

is an expert in this field. It is probably the one 

area where 'the professional' is inevitably challenged 

by 'the layman', whatever the circumstances. Nevertheless, 

it is one of these situations where often a manager or 

supervisor has to face up to the problems of becoming 

totally involved in the recr.uitment and selection process 

without quite knowing how to tackle what is in reality a 

complicated task, in spite of the apparent simplicity of 

the ultimate decision to be taken - 'to hire or not to 

hire •. 

If it is not too much to say that the well-being 

of an organisation or enterprise depends largely on the 

quality of its managers, then it can also be said that 

no enterprise activity can be more important than that 

of choosing these managers. 1 Since the maturing of 

these men and women is a long process involving training, 

1. P.F. Drucker, Concept of the Corporation, New York, 
The John D. Company, 1946. 
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practice, and the creation of developmental opportunities, 

it is critical for the future of the enterprise to identify, 

if possible, these at all levels in the organisation 

2 structure. 

Before going into detail, a few basic points may be 

emph~sised here• Almost every one in any organisation has 

at some stage the responsibility for requesting materials 
·-

or finance in order to carry out their work effectively. 

Those requests which can lead to heated discussions between 

superiors and sub-ordinate, or between peers, are essent-

i ally c.oncerned with inanimate objects - 'vegetables, 

~ineral or abstract'. But the request for a replacement 

as soon as some one is leaving the OD;anisation: or for 

more staff to carry out--.the work, will inevitably lead to 

consideration of the 'animal category' • The true relevance 

of this is the ability; apart from the right of this 

'animal'category to hold and undoubtedly voice opinion 

and comment, constructive or destructive, about the way 

in which the recruitment and selection is handled. This 

'answering back' facility is acknowledged by all profes

sional recruiters, who ignore it at their peril. It is 

probably the one point which many managers do not practice, 

2. G. James w. Walker, 'Tr~nds in Manpower Management 
Research," Business Horizons, Vol. 11, No.4, pp. 37-47, 
(August, 1968). 
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for when they are dealing with the accustomed human 

problems within their own job functions ·they are 

dealing with known people; in a specific and generally 

accepted framework. But job applicants are not subject 
' 

to, nor do they hold, the corporate values ~real or 
~ 

imaginary) that form part of the everyday working lives 

of those already employed. 

The second point, which follows on naturally from 

the first, is that the principle of 'do unto others as 

you would be done ~· underpines the total recruitment 

asd selection procedure. The job applicant, whatever, 

the level, expects to receive the normal human courtesies 

not only in the face to face situation but also at all 

other points of contact during thedecision making process. 

In spite of the obvious economic nature of employment, a 

great deal of attention must be placed on the underlying 

social processes. 

Thirdly, it is important not only to acknowledge 

but also to understand that the situation is not onesided 

as far as the decisbon-taking process is concerned. The 

conclusion of a recruitment task does not occur with the 

decision 'we~ll offer you the job; this is merely a 

unilateral decision. The conclusion in reality only 

comes when the applicant says 'thanks, I accept your 

offer.' 

In any organisation there is at the same time both 

a b9yer's market and a seller's market as far as jobs 
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are concerned· It is important to distinguish between 

them, for while the same basic adminstrative approach is 

both necessary and applicable, the tactics to be adopted 

can differ widely. This is equally true of shop floor 

and board-room situations. Bearning these points in mind 

the objective is now to provide rra.nagers at all levels, no 

matter to tackle the job effectively, and to gain, by the 

end of the day, a sense of satisfaction from a task will 

done. The recruitment process has its part to play in 

the public relations policy of the organi·sation. The 

projection of corporate ~image is reinforced througi!D the 

job advertisement and even more in the handling of 

candidates response by the recruiters who themselves 

have a unique opportunity for reinforcing as wel-l as 

maintaintng the image. Many recruitment 'failures' can 

be attributed to the lack of consistency between the 

organisation's perceptions of itself and those it projects 

through the media and its current staff. 

Everyone will realise and readily acknowledge that 
I 

all organisations including one s own family must have 

financial reso'.lrces in order to fun:::tion at all, and to 

utilize these financial resources in order to function at 

all, and utilize these financial resources correctly some 

systematic methods must be devised and implemented to 

account for income and expenditure. But not everyone 
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is prepared to acknowledge that the same principle has 

to be adopted in relation to recruitment and terminating 

staff. The total cost of recruit1.ng and terminating staff. 

The total cost of recruitment an employee of average skill 

can be assessed at approximately three to four times the 

weekly wages, and very much for senior grades • So any 

organisation that does not set up an effective systen for 

handling recruitment is likely to put at risk sons of 

money in the immediate short term which under normal 

circumstances would be referred to board level for 

approval. 

Statistical information on the numbers already 

employed in the organisation categorized by status, 

departments, works or site, and sub-divided in relation 

to occupational skills require9, levels of work involved 

or merely by job titled, is required to be made available 

in order to provide a reference point from which the 

procedure of recruitment begins. 

Although by new there are several hundred 'standards' 

tests for recruitment, th~ may be readily classified in 

3 four groups • 

1· Intelligence tests, designed to measure mental 

capacity and test memory, speed of thought, and 

observation of interrelationsgips. 

3. Harold Koontz & c. O' Donnell, Management. A Systems 
and Contingency Analysis of Managerial Functions, 
Me. Graw Hill Ltd. Japan, 1955· 
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2. Proficiency and aptitude tests, constructed 

to discover, respectively, existing skills and 

the potentiality for acquiring such skills. 

3· Vocational tests, designed to discover the most 

suitable occupational area· 

4· Personality tests, designed to measure potentiality 

for leadership. 

Social scientists have yet to develop adequately 

reliable tests for use in selecting managers, Despite 

many at tempts made, the basic reason for this lack is 

the fact that the managerial job - or more accurately, 

the qualities on which managerial success rests - is 

extremely difficult to isolate. Without knowing for -·· 

what one is testing, there is no expectation, perhaps 

by coincidence, that a successful test can ever be developed. 

"Selecting managers, for example, has been much more 

difficult because of the problems of describing the 

managerial job and reliably judging relative performanc~~. 4 

Some of the most important managerial qualities 

are desire to manage$, intelligence, analytical ability, 

ability to communicate and integrity. 

·----~----~------------------------------------------------
4· Edgar H. Schein, Organisation Psychology (Englewood 

Cliffs, N.J., Prentice Hall, Inc., 1965}. 
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Having discussed briefly the recruitment process, 

and some of the dem.rits •ssociated with it, we now turn 

to a discussion of soci•l composition, sex, education, 

caste, and religion of managers in the management 

profession. 

Sex Compositon. 

The world of industri•l management in India is a 

world of men. Out of a sample of nearly three thousand 
c; 

managers who were approached for the study,J there were 

only thirteen women. They occupied highly specialised 

but relatively low level managerial positions. One foreign 

concern alone employed eight of them. One Indian private 

sector concern had three women ma.Qagers, and two other 

concerns employed one each· No woman manager was found 

in the public sector concerns. 

It was also noted that the women managers had a 

very high degree of education : five held Ph.D's; two 

years of professional education beyond the Master's degree. 

Because they were holding high positions, it is ass~ed that 

they had high level of education of quality for them. 

5. s.c. Jain, Indian Manager, Somaiya Publication, 
Bombay, 1971. 
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Nearly half of these women managers were unmarried· 

The questionnaire data indicate that most of them were in 

their early thirties with a work history of less then five 

years. In most cases their present jobs were also their 

first jobs • 
.: 

It is thus evident from the aforesaid that the 

majority of managers in the management profession on 

male. 

Age Compositon. 

The age composition of managers in the ma~gement 

profession, spread over a period of ten years has been 

compiled by Dhingra, Pathak and Jain. The results is an 

below :-

~ge 

20-29 

30-39 

40-49 

50 & above 

1963 " 

11-35 

39.00 

32.90 

16.75 

Table - 1.• 

1967 % 

6.61 

28.03 

38.31 

27.05 

1973 % 

41.36 

40.12 

18.52 

1976 % 

11.05 

45.35 

36.63 

6.97 
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Date was collected in 1963 by Jain, and by 

Subramaniam in 1967 and by Pathak in 1973. Consequent 

upon these works Mi-rza Saiyadain and Arun Monappa in 

1976 compiled the data on age composition. 

From an observation of the above table on age 

composition it is clear that the majority of managers, 

that is 45.35%. in 1976 were in age group of 30-39 and 

in the age group of 40-49, almost an equal number, i.e., 

40.12%, were found. The least number of managers were 

found in the age group of 50 and above. It can, therefore, 

be said that the large maJority of managers was in the age 

group of 30-50. 

It has also been observed by s.c. Jain that as 

compared with the managers in some other countries, 

Indian managers were relatively in some other countries, 

Indian managers were relatively young. A study of British 

managers found their average age to be 46 years, and the 

average age of the top managers to be 50 years. 6 

Similarly, a study of top level business executives 

7 in the United States found their average age to be 53 years. 

The research showed that rhough the ages of managers ranged 

6. Mirza s. S-.iyadain and Arun Monappa 'Frofile of 
Indian Managers' Vidyavahini Series, 1977, p. 13. 

1. The Action Society Trust. The Management Succession, 
(London s The Action Society Trust, 1956) P• 7. 
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from 21 to 70 years, the average mean age was_41 years. 

What are the reasons for the relatively yol.lng age of 

Indian managers? The answer is to be found in the fact 

that they start their careers in relatively high level 

occupations.: 'Ibis enabled them to climb into managerial 

positions at a relatively young age. 

What is also evident from the abOve table is that 

the typical indian manager is a man in his rrdddle age. 

The number of managers, in the age group of 50 has 

decreased over the period from 1963 to 1976. This is 

because of the need of formal professional management 

education to which only the younger generation is exposed. 

Since the formal education in management is of recent 

origin, the older generation of managers might be deprived 

of some professional educational qualification. 

Rural-Urban Origin. 

It is interesting to note that the distribution Of 

Indian managers rural-urban wise is contrary to the pattern 

we find in the population of India· While 82 percent of 

Indian people are classifi~d as "rural" and only 18 per cent 

as urbam, no more than 20 per cent of Indian managers were 

brought up in rural areas and the remaining 80 % came from 

towns and cities. 8 

8. · Census of India, 1961· 
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Rural 

Urban 

Total 

Public 
Sector % 

23·2 

76.8 

100.00 
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Table - l.~ 9 

Private 
Sector % 

15.8 

84.2 

100.00 

Foreign 
Sector % 

22.6 

77.4 

100~00 

Indian 
Managers % 

20 

80 

100. 

Out of a sample of 1982 managers, those belonging 

to towns are 1586, and from villages are 393; the answer 

to this question was not given by three respondents. The 

majority, i.e., 80 per cent, of Indian managers were brought 

up in urban environment, while the remaining 20 % are from 

rural areas. 

Evident f~ the table is the fact that proportion 

of managers having urban origin is the highest in the 

foreign sector. 77.~/o managers from public sector and 

77.4% from private sectors are of urban originJ This gives 

birth to a question as to whether people bel<inging to rural 

areas are treated with discrimination in the recruitment 

process? But this is not the case. Because to be a manager, 

9. s.c. Jain, 'Indian Manager : His Social Origin & 
Career, Somaiya Publication Pvt. Ltd., Bombay, 1971· 
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a qualification in management education is considered 

necessary and this is the monopoly ot people in towns and 

cities. It can therefore be concluded that education is 

a crucial factor and not rural-urban origin. At the same 

time it is also a fact that the majority of employers 

prefer those persons who came from certain social back-

ground and occupations, which is urban in nature. 

Caste compositon of Managers. 

The examination of caste origin of managers in 

the management profession is important to find out 

w::ether caste has any influence on their entry into 

management. There are thousands of caste and sub-caste 

in Indian society. Acc;ording to G.S • Gh urya Indian 

society is characterised by the presence of more than 

10 
2500 castes and sub-castes. Castes are hierarchically 

graded and this graduation is followed by rules of 

comrnens ali ty and conn ubi urn. 'Ihere is very limited or no 

social intercourse between the members of any two castes. 11 

The classification of castes into broad categories 

is essential in order to know about the castes in the whole 

country. The varna classification can be usefully used in 

10. G.s. Ghure, Caste and Race in India, Populare 
Prakash Pvt. Ltd., Bombay, 1932· 

11. M.N. Srinivas : Village India, London Asia 
Publishing House, 1962. 
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a limited geographical locality but is not very meaningful 

in an al~ India studyl In the table given below, castes 

groups were classified into six categories and the ratio 

of managers in these caste groups to. their overall propor-

tion in the Hindu male population is calculated. 

Caste Composition. 

Caste Group 

Brahimins 

Trading castes 

Professional Castes 

Farming & Warror 
Castes. 

Other interior castes 

Low Service Castes 

All castes 

100% 

T bl - 'l.12 a e ,:,L 

Hindu 
.tv:ana;Jer 

(%) 

41.4 

22.0 

21.7 

13.7 

0.8 

0-4 

100.0 

1586 

Hindu mal!! 
Popula.tion 

(%) 

6.6 

2.9 

1.3 

28.8 

39.6 

20.8 

100.0 

122,187,.106. 

Ratio 
(%) 

6. 27 

7.59 

16.69 

o. 48 

0.02 

0.02 

~.1.0 

To find out whether the various caste groups in the 

Hindu popul.:ttion are equally or unequally represented among 

12. S.c. Jain, 'Indian Manager : His Socia.l Origin and 
C3.reer. Somaiya Publication Ltd •. Bombay 1971. 
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the managers, ideally the caste composition of Hindu 

managers is compared with the caste composition of the 

adult male Hindu population at the time When managers 

took their first jobs, which was on the average during 

the early 1940s. Since the census of 1931. was the last 

census in which castes were enumerated, a comparison·,is 

made with the male Hindu population in all age gro.ups 

in 1931. 

It is evident from the table that Brahimins and 

people of the trading and professional castes are very 

muc~ ov~r-represented where3.s those belon']ing to the 

service cates and otherinterior c..=Jstes are grossly 

under-represented. It is further clear that this wide 

disparity in the representation of different castes is 

because some groups en]joy certain advantages Over Others 

while the recruitment is made. This is also to note that 

the very fact that all the castes are represented among 

the mana-gerial fraternity goes to show that caste is not 

a great impediment or obstacle. The reason for the 

disparity in the number pf mana-gers of different castes 

is the unevenness of education among the castes. 

Brahmins, deeply rooted in the traditions of 

education, have always been dominating i~ management and 

administration in India. v. Subramanyan, writing about 

the adminstrators recruited in the same year that Jain 

conducted his study, goes on to say that in 1963 there 
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were 39.76 per cent Brahmins. The khatri Rajput group 

was 10.2 per cent. The traditional dependent professional 

groups such as l<shatriya, l<ayasthas, Boiddho Bania, 

Lingayat and others amounted to 16.41 per cent and agricul-

tural castes such as Vellala and Kamma contributed 5.11 per 

cent. The scheduled caste and scheduled tribes amounted 

to 19.3~ per cent and non-Hindu 3.08 per cent. 13 

From the aforesaid, it is crystal clear that 

education in India has been dominated by or rather is a 

monopoly of a few castes in the top runge of the hierarchy 

and management profession is no exception. 

As regards the question of caste discrimination 

in the recruitment of the managers, it may be observ'ed, 

that (i) the various caste groups have received different 

treatment in the hands of different groups of entre

preneurs in India; and {2) Hindu employers belonging to 

different castes have tended to favour the members of 

their own caste for managerial positions. 

_.., .. .. 

13. v. Subramanyam : Social Background of India's 
Administrator & Publications, Division, Ministry 
of Information and Broadcasting, P• 53. 
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Occupational Origins of Managers in the Profession. 

The occupations of th~ fathers of Indian manager 

is going to be discussed with the help of data. This 

study has also been spread over a period of time and 

the changes in the occupational origins of managers 

have been noted. 

Table - .i· 

Occupation 1963 1967 1973 !976 
% % 0 % 0 

Agriculture 12.50 8.88 8.!4 

Industry 15.80 10·28 37,65 2. 91 --< 

Managerial/ 3!.30 30.72 20.37 18.02 
:C:xecuti ve. 

t'rofessional 2!.20 21.27 20.37 23.84 

Wbite collar 18.30 12.64 26.54 18.02 

others 0.90 13.75 1!.12 29.07 

From an analysis of the above table it is clear 

that the highest figure for any single category refers 

to fathers of managers who are professionals like teachers, 

doctors, engineers, scientists, lawyers etc. This is 

followed by fathers of executive and white collar workers. 

Those whose occupational origin is in agriculture consi tutes 

only one per cent. The percentaqe of those managers whose 

fathers were agriculturists has decreased from 12.50 in 
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1963 to 8.14 in 1976. The number of managers whose 

fathers were industrialists and managerial executives 

has also decreased in great proportion and the son & 

daughters of professionals having managerial jobs has 

increased slightly. The number of white collar worker$.7 

whose sons and daughters are managers shows variations 

every four years and is not uniform at all. 

Now we are going to discuss another data collected 

by s.c. Jain. He collected it through a research on 1982 

managers in 1963. The table will show the occupations of 

the fathers of managers both 'at the time when they 

begaroe their schooling' and 'at the time when they became 

self-supporting.• By and large Indian managers have come 

from the families having elite occupations. 

Occupation 

Labourer 
Small farm operator 
Large farm owner 
White collar worker 
Govt. officer 
Business executive 
Professional 
Business owner 

Table - .2,.. 14 

Father (when 
manager started 
schooling) 

1·2 
7.2 
5.1 

20.2 
17.8 
11.8 
21.5 
15 .2 

% 

Father (when 
manager become 
self-supporting) 

% 

0.9 
7.5 
5.0 

1S.5 
18.5 
12.8 
21.2 
15.8 

14· s.c. Jain, Indian Manage4 ; His 5ocial Origin & 
Career, Somaiya Publications Ltd. Bombay 1971, P•45• 
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It is obvious from the table that there is very 

little movement in the occupations of fathers of managers 

from the time they started schooling to the time they 

became capable of being on their own. About 21 per cent 

were the sons of professional men; accountants, doctors, 

engineers, lawyers, profes~ors and ordained priests. 

Fifteen per cent were either lawyers or doctors~ About 

three per cent were professors, two per cent were engineers, 

one percent were accountants, 

A little more than 18 per cent of the managers 

are sons of government officers. Only a small fraction 

of one percent (0.2 per cent) of these fathers belonged 

to the millitary. Only one manager is said to be reported 

that his father was a Minister in a state government. 

Thirteen per cent of fathers were business executives. 

About 16 per cent of the fathers were engaged in business, 

ranging from small stores to large industrial combines. 

-About 18 to 20 per cent of the fathers of mana9ers were 

categorised as white collar workers. More than 5 per cent 

of the managers are the sons of fathers sharin<J considerable 

land. More than 7 per cent are the sons of small farmers. 

If there were uninfluenced mobility to all occupa

tional positions in Indian business and industry, the 

occupational origins of Indian managers would be approximately 

the same as the occupational origins of the male Indian 
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population. It is also clear that certain groups of 

population supply a greater share of managers compared 

to the proportion in the general male population. 

Professionals, white collar workers, government -officials 

are examples. On the other hand certain sections of 

population:_ like laJ:?Ourers and farmers, having • large 

share in the adult male populations of the country have 

very little percentage in the number of managers. This 

very large difference between the occupational competition 

of the general population ana the occupational composition 

of the fathers of mana9ers is a measure of the under-

representation of the sons of labourer and farmer categories 

and of the over-representation of the sons of the people 

in administrative, managerial and professionat occupations. 

Religious Composition of the Manager in the Mjnagement 

Profession : 

It will not be an exaggeration to say that India 

is a land of many faiths and religion. Of course, the 

majority are Hindus, But there are others, e.g., Jains, 

Zoroastrains Sikhs, Jews, Bhuddhists, Islam and people 

belonging to several other smaller faiths in our country. 

But is there a proper representation of managers from all 

such religious? In the following table is presented the 

proportion of managers to the IT•ale Indian Population in 

the year 1963. 
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Distributions of Indian Managers and Indian Male 

Population (1951) according to religions. 

Table - 6. 15 

Religion Indian Indian male ~~tio 
Managers Population 

% % % 

Hindu 83.19 .84.91 0.98 

Muslim 0.76 9.96 0.08 

Christian 4.14 2.23 1.86 

Sikh 1.61 1.88 0.86 

Jain 4-54 0.46 9.87 

Zoroastrian 5.50 0.03 183.33 

Buddhist & Jew o.oo 0.47 o.oo 

Other religions 

Total 100.00 100.00 1.00 

From an analysis of the above table it may observed 

that the over-whelming majority of the managers are Hindus, 

that is 83.19 percent. Zoroastrians occupy second with 

& 

15. s.c. Jain, Indian Manager : His Social Origin and 
Career. Somaiya Publications Pvt. Ltd. Bombay, 1971. 
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only 5.5 per cent of the managerial jobs to their credit. 

Jains and Christians are 4.54 per cent and 4·14 per cent 

respectively. Sikhs have only 1.61 per cent of these 

j obs. Muslims do not constitute even one per cent o_f · 

managerial jobs. Buddhists and Jews tegether have even 

fewer managerial posi tiollf,· which is o. 26 per cent. Sikhs 

are a little ~.qer-represented: but the Maslims are most 

under-represented. They constitute about 12 per cent of 

India's population, but their share in the managerial 

cadre is only.0.76 per cent. It cannot be denied that a 

policy of discrimin3tion is there jn the recruitment of 

managers. But the unproportionate representat-ion of 

various religious categories itself does not prove that 

there has been discrimination. 

Some other variables like education, or occupational 

background are also responsible for this uneven representat

tion~. If the various ,(religions in India had produced 

managers in proportion to their respective strengths in 

the population of the country, then the religious distri

bution of Indian managers would be approximately the same 

as the religious distribution of the male adult population 

of India. 

~ducational Background of Managers : 

Data on the managers' education exhinits that a 

high level formal education has been one of the basic 

requirements for entry into managerial positions. The 
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following table is based on data collected by various 

researchers over a period of time. 

Education 

Less than high school 

High 6chool 

Graduate 

Post-graduate 

Others 

16 
Table - 1· 

1963 1967 

1.90 

11.20 40.67 

20.10 95.33 

51.70 

15.10 

1973 1976 

8.03 o.o 

51.85 65.70 

40.12 29.60 

o.oo 4.70 

It is clear from the table that from 1967 onwards, 

there has not been a single manager who has studi~d 

atleast till school level. At the mimimum, 80 to 90 

per cent of the managers turned out to be graduates in 

all years. Before 1963, a person who has not at least 

a degree in graduation could not get a job in the 

management profession, especially in mana)erial ranks. 

With an exception of the year 1967 when the number of 

graduate managers swelled to 95.33 per cent, from 1963 

onwards the number of graduate managers has been on the 

decrease. 51.7~/o of managers in 1963, 40.12% in 1973. 

16. Mirza s. Saiyadain & Arun Ivionappa ..., Prole of 
Indian ~anagers, Vidyavahini Series, 1977, p.17. 
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and 29.60 per cent in 1976 have post-graduate degree. 

It may thus be concluded that majority of the Indian 

Managers are either graduates or people who are more 

qualified than that. Entry into the managerial position 

is largely dependent on the educational qualifi~ations. 

Now we are to discuss the educational background 

of·1982 Indian managers collected in 1963 by s.c. Jain. 

Table- ,§. 17 

Education Public Foreign Indian Indian 
sector sector sector managers 

0/. % 0/ % ,o /0 

Less than high 2.0 1·1 2.4 1.9 
school 

High school 2.0 5.9 5.9 s.s 
Some college 1.5 9.0 4.0 5-7 

Technical Diploma 11.8 10.3 17.7 14.1 

Bachelors degree 12·3 24.0 18.4 20.1 

Masters plan 11.2 6.8 9.0 8.3 

Doctorate Sel 2.9 3.3 3.3 

Total 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 

An analysis of the above table suggests that 

almost twenty per cent of the Indian Managers have 

17· s.c. Jain, Indian ~~nager : His Social Origin and 
Career, Somaiya Publication Pvt. Ltd. Bombay 1971 p.27. 
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their education beyond the high school level. More than 

80 per cent of managers had taken either their technical 

or professional diplomas or degrees from recognizee 

universities. Those who have continued their education 

beyond graduate level constitute more than 50 percent. 

About 88 per cent of the public sector managers have at 

leasts colleage graduation degrees, the corresponding 

figure in foreign and Indian private sector are 7 4 per cent 

and 70 per cent respectively. The reason for this disparity 

in the educational attainments of the public sectors 

private sector and foreign sector managers is that the 

public sector rules regarding recruitment are strictly 

laid down and a high degree of importance is attached to 

~ducational attainments whereas the same is not applicable 

to the private and foreign sectors where employers have 

a greater freedom to make the rules flexible in the 

recruitment process of the managers. Different industrial 

compositions and different organisational styles also must 

have contributed substantially toward the observed 

differences is the levels and the nature of education of 

the managers frcm three sectors. 

:i\ Brief Summary : 

It is evident from the data analysed in the preceeding 

pages that a typical Indian manager of the 1950s was a male 

in his early forties or late thirties and the recent times 



have witnessed an increase in the proportion of young 

managers. It has also been found that most of the 

Indian managers come from families with elite occupation. 

There is a preponderence of sons of professionals, white 

collor worker~ and governme~t officials among managers. 

More than fifty per cent of Indian managers are sons of 

··managerial executive or professionals. As far as -

educational attainment is concerned, it has been observed 

that managers are a highly educated lot and at least 30 

per cent of them are graduates. As regards religions 

representation, we find that Christian,s Jains, Buddhists, 

Jews and Zoroastrians are overrepresented, while Sikhs and 

Muslims are underrepresented. There has been an almost 

proportionate representation among Hindus. lt has also 

been observed that most of the Indian managers are urban 

bred and that there is a gross under representation of 

managers from the rural side. As far as caste-wise 

distribution of Indian Managers is concerned, we find that 

there is an un-equal caste representation among the 

managers with the Brahrr:ins, professional castes and 

trading castes amoanting for a major chunk of managerial 

workforce in the country. Farming and warrior castes 

and low service castes are grossly under-represented. 

To sum up, it can be said stratified inequality 

tends to nurt ur more and mor"~ as a result of grovtth of 

professions as more and more people become professionals 
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/ 

as they t'end to create more gap. Instead of open 

society, professions in India, in particular management 

profession tends to make the society more and more 

closed and particularistic. This is patently against 

the assumption of universatism as an attribute of 

professions, as far example, PARSONS, has done in 

his •Profession and Social Structure" in Essays in 

sociological Theory. 

. .... 
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• COl\JCLUSIONS • 

In this last chapter I turn towards a succinct 

recapil'ulation of what has been said in the pre~ing 

pages. 

T.he study of the sociology of professions has 

been one of the most fascinating areas of research £~ 

sociologists. 'Ihe present work was an attempt to 

fathan sane aspects of the management profession in the 

country today. 1here is , no doubt, the paucity of 

systamatic data on this topic and I felt great difficulty 

because of this in arriving at sane meaningful generali

sations. 

I have studies here thi-ee aspects of management 

profession, viz, the evolution of management professi6n, 

the social attrJbutes of the management profession and the 

professional institutues, their nature and growth. 

AS far as the social attributes of the management 

profession is concerned, it has been found that almost 

all Indian managers are male. Only a small fraction of 

them are females. Management profession in India has 

been almost monopolised by men. 1he typical Indian manager 

of 1950 and 1960s was a male in his middle years around 

40 years of age. Sane is in the case even today. 'Ihe 

Indian managers are mostly drawn from elite occupations 

and thus they are urban bred. Majority of the managers 

are sons of professionals, white collar workers, high 

govermnent officials and executives. Brahmins, prOfessional 
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castes such as Kayasthas and Banias, account for a large 

proportion of managers in the country. Christians, Jains, 

Budhists and Jews are overrepresented while Sikhs and 

Muslims are underrepresented. Rural-Urban wise distri

bution suggests that rural society is gr-ossly underrepresented 

among the managerial class. As regards educational attain

ments, most of the Indian managers are highly educated. 

Ninety per cent {9o~) of them have at least graduation 

degree; but not many managers have professional qualifi

cations like MBA, PGDM, etc. But the scenerio is fast 

changing today • 

As far as the evolution of science of management 

is concerned, it can be traced back to the days when 

people first attempted to accompJlish goals by working 

togethers in groups. It has gradually evolved with the 

growth of trade, commerce and industry. As wealth, luxury 

and ease grew, the leadership of industry began to lack 

force and determination. Ownership became inclined to 

rest upon its oars, it became decreasingly a driving force. 

Joint own~rship followed; and with it came management in 

modern sense. TI1is change in the ownership of industry 

led to three significant developments. First, increased 

capital, bigger plants, and bigJer staff made possible 

large scale production. Secondly, democratic industri•l 

ownership implied a definite divorce between labour, 

capital •nd man•gement. TI1irdly, business - combines 
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and big business movements became inevitable which, in 

turn, required that each concern should be directed by 

a regular and expert body of men, so that policy might 

be coordinated throughout the business organisation. 

Thus, at the beginning of the 20th century, management 

evolved and stood in a more clearly defined p9sition 

than ever before. It has gradually drifted away from 

capital and assumed an entity of its own with a definite 

function ~n an industrial organisation. Today, management 

is emerging as the directing force of industry and is 

gradually '!Jecorr.ing a profession. 

A mass of information pertain.ing to chamb~rs, 

association anci central bodies representing business 

both in India and abroad is available. Careful historical' 

work has also be done in order to place contemporary 

issues in perspective. The comparative appro.1ch is used 

because of its potential for new ideas but the basic 

Indian background provides the framework for discussions. 

In the rapidly evolving policy environment, 

institutions representing business have to develop new 

acti viti es; throu9h these new acti viti es they can acquire 

a new im3ge. To plan these activities on a national basis, 

a comprehensive view of these institutions and of their 

settings is essential. Ch.ambe-rs of Comrrerce, associc:itions 

and central bodies representing business have a special 

role in developing country and in any mixed econOJny. They 
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have to acquire professionalisation, specialisation and 

effective provision of common services. It is essential 

that our enterprises in all sectors are provided with 

support that can compare favourably with that obtainable 

abroad. 

Time has come for the chambers of commerce, trade 

and industries associations and central bodies of business 

to take a fresh look at the functions they are performing 

and the role they would like to play in the changing 

circumstances. These bodies have played a very useful 

role in the independll!nce movement of our OOll11try and rrany 

of them ar2 rendering very valuable services to business 

and industry in a variety of ways. In fact, the imagination 

with which many of these bodies have or:;Janised their 

functions and built up their resources is astonishing. 

But at the same tirre it is also true thdt barring a few 

organisations, many of them lack adequate representative 

character, have extremely poor finances and their activities 

are limited to a few routine functions. The stress is 

more on ventillating the grievances of business then 

performing common services. This negative attitud.e ha.s 

also resultea in a gulf between these bodies on the one 

side and government, the consumer and the labour on the 

other. 

To voice the grievances of the sector of industri•l 

or business activity which the chamber is serving, anybody 

woulc agree, to the prim-:1ry functions of these bodies. 
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However, taking this to be the sole function is a mistake 

which most of these bodies have been committing and thus 

isolating themselves frorr. broader social milleu. 

Formal management education is of great significance 

for the social and economic development of a country. The 

need for formal education was felt in India for the first 

time during the early post-independence era, and early 

1950s saw the beginning of several institutions and 

universities offering courses in management. Professional 

training in management techniques and practices becomes an 

i ndespensi ble pre-requisite, for the i nd ustri e.l development 

of the country. Over the last 30 years or so there has 

been a proliferation of the management profession in India. 

Three causes have been ch~fly responsible for the beginning 

and growth of this process. First, a realisation early 

on the British industrialists in Indi• that for various 

reasons they needed to develop Indian executives. Second, 

a sudden demand by the newly opened governrrent Purchase 

and Supply Propaganda and other departments during the war. 

Third, a gradual shift from "family management" to 

professional management. All these factors have led to 

a demand for management education in formal institutional 

settings. ln the beginning, the courses were part-time and 

intended only for working executives but gradually full-time 

managment education w-.s developed in many uni versi ties. At 

present there are numerous premier institutions offering 

part-time as well as full time courses in professional 
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management. 

Sociology of management in India is sti 11 to coverage 

its interests on several aspec5s of the managerial profession. 

A lot of research work needs to be done on management 

associations and management education. We find that some 

notable work has been done in social origins of managers 

but much needs to be done in the area of managerial attitudes 

•nd managetial styles of life. It has been noticed that 

Indian managers have been perceiving the management scene 

in India in much too simplistic terms. Incli an m.:magers 

often try to explain industrial phenomena along lines of 

Western theories and models. These models are not appropriat~ 

in the Indian context and that is why these models often 
<• 

fail in solving the problems in Indian industiial set-up. 

It is necessary to have a comprehensive understanding of 

the empathy. Some new theoritical tools can perhaps be 

improvised both for understanding the current economic scene 

as well as for managing it successfully. But what is 

required for all this is a lot of research work on the 

sociological aspects of the management prof~ssion in the 

country. 

1 t is not easy to answer the question : how far 

'management' is a profession. In order to answer this, 

we must delever into the traits of a profession viz, a 

body of abstract knowledge, service-orientation, professional 

authority, corrmunal sanction, code of ethics, professional 

culture etc. It is difficult to say that mana9ernent in 
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the country today -.pproximates its ideal type :;in 

sociological theory. What is present is a amsti tuti ve 

nature oa management bOdy of knowledge which borrows 

from sociology~psychology, labour economics, statistics, 

etc. In Indi« what we find is that top positions in the 

managerial field are held by both qualified and non-qualified 

personnel. This is becaus~ of the economic history of 

the country. In this way, management today does not stand 

up to the standards of professionalisation. Moreover 

memb,c:rship in ma.nagement association are voluntary an6 

as a result of this not all managers are members of 

mana,Jement associations - a comprehensive Code of ethics 

has not been firrnulated as yet. The feeling of solidarity 

and the sense of belongingness also does not exist in the 

managerial class in India. 

All these factors l~ad us to say that management 

profession in India is still under going the process of 

professionalisation. But management today is emerging 

as the directing force of industry and in gradually 

becoming a profession. 



EPILOGUE 

It is difficult and conscientiously unnerving 

to terminate the thesis at this point because there 

are so many aspects of the topic that need enquiry in 

greater details· It is very hard·to resist the temp

tation of looking into the varied vistas of "Mcnagement 

Profession in India" emerging with each passing day. 

For the fear of making· this work look sta<:;r:Jer,ingly 

voll!Illious, we have to terminate it precisely at thJs 

point. 

. ..... . 
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